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Backhoe
accident
claims life

Murray, KY 42071

750.

Gambling still center of attention

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Wnter
A 53-year-old Calloway County man died in an accident on
Wednesday afternoon while he was working on his State Line Road
farm.
Randy Taylor, 53, was building a foundation for his silos when
he somehow got wedged between the backhoe and a piece of concrete, according to deputy coroner Ricky Garland.
He was operating the backhoe alone.
Garland said Taylor's time of death was 12:37 p.m. Wednesday.
No autopsy is scheduled, but Garland said he is consulting with
the state medical examiner for informational purposes as he establishes an exact cause of death.

Case of deja
vu for BZA
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Wnter
Same house. Similar situations. Identical outcomes.
The Murray Board of Zoning
Adjustments voted 4-0 during
its meeting Wednesday to deny
the conditional use permit to
dlow two unrelated college students to live at 1302 Farris Ave..
which is in a single-family zone.
BZA members Scott Seiber,
Michael Jordan and Darren
Jones were absent.
It was the second time in two
years that the residence to the
east of Murray State's campus
had been up the topic of discussion. Five residents who live on
Olive Boulevard and Farris
Avenue spoke against allowing
Austin Berry to live at 1302
Farris Ave. with Tyler Watson,
whose brother Michael J.
Watson owns the property but
works out of town.
Phillip Moore. who lives at
1303 Olive Blvd.. and Gene
Schanbacher, who lives at 1314
Farris Ave., gathered 40 signatures for a petition of neighbors
opposing allowing unrelated
people to live in a single-family
zone.
They both said it wasn't a

personal issue, as they haven't
even met the Watsons or Berry.
Rather they want to protect their
neighborhood from becoming
popular college housing like the
streets to the west of campus.
In June 2005, former property owner Bill Cavins was before
the board asking for a conditional use permit to allow his son
and another college student to
live at 1302 Farris Ave. That
permit was denied with a 4-1
vote.
In that situation and the one
Wednesday, the unrelated person was already living there
when the issue was brought to
the city's attention.
"Same house. Same situation," Moore said. "If anything
has changed, it's that there's
more opposition, at least from
my part."
In this case, Berry has 30
days to move out.
The Watsons' father Michael
W. Watson attended the BZA
meeting on their behalf. He said
Tyler Watson and Berry were
Crittenden County High School
classmates and now attend
Murray State and work. The

•See Page 2A
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Issue overshadows agriculture at forum
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Kentucky's gubernatorial candidates on Wednesday took their
squabble over gambling to an
agricultural forum where farm
policy mingled with talluebout
legalizing casinos.
At the forum sponsored by
Bureau,
Farm
Kentucky
Republican Gov. Ernie Fletcher
and Democratic challenger
Steve Beshear traded views on
such core issues as health care
and education as well as more
specific farm-related issues like
state regulations, rural development and new markets for crops.
But just like at a forum last
of
many
before
week
Kentucky's county officials, the
comments
pointed
most
between Fletcher and Beshear
came as the two disagreed over
casino gambling.
Fletcher, a casino foe,
claimed Wednesday that the
change
would
casinos
Kentucky's culture and wouldn't
reap long-term revenues promised by his opponent. The governor said casinos would divert
spending from existing businesses and raised concerns that
it would result in organized
crime infiltrating Kentucky.
"That is not consistent with
your values," Fletcher told Farm
Bureau officials.
Beshear, who supports casino
gambling, said Fletcher had
"flip-flopped" on the issue.

"This is an issue that I am
willing to let the people make
the choice on," Beshear said.
"And until about a month ago,
the governor was, too."
Fletcher recently said he
opposes putting the issue on the
ballot. Until then, he had said he
personally opposed gambling
but was willing to allow
Kentuckians to vote on whether
to allow it.
Beshear said casino gambling should be limited to racetracks and two or three freestanding facilities.
He projects that casino gambling could generate at least
$500 million in additional tax
revenues each year, which he
says could be used to improve
education, health care and economic development.
He accused Fletcher of relying too heavily on selling bonds
to raise money to improve
Kentucky.
"We don't need to borrow our
way to prosperity because that's
a false premise," Beshear said.
"All we're doing is putting debt
on our children and on our
grandchildren."
Fletcher warned that gambling interests would become a
well-heeled and powerful lobbying interest in Kentucky's
Capitol. "How loud will your
voice be compared to them?" he
wondered.
Afterward, Adair County
farmer Danny Wilkinson said he
personally opposes expanded

Legislative leaders, Fletcher to
meet with Peabody next week

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) -- House Speaker Jody Richards,
Senate President David Williams and Gov. Ernie Fletcher will
meet with Peabody Energy's chief executive officer next week
about a $3 billion plant to convert coal to synthetic natural gas
that the company is planning.
Richards requested the closed meeting, which is to be next
Wednesday, possibly in Bowling Green or Louisville, the
Lexington Herald-Leader reported Wednesday.
Gov. Ernie Fletcher said in a statement Wednesday night that
he is "happy to meet with Peabody executives again, along with
any members of the legislature Peabody deems appropriate."
Fletcher said he thought Frankfort would be a better location for
the meeting but that he would meet in Louisville if necessary
and if Peabody is willing.
Fletcher had called lawmakers to Frankfort for a special legislative session earlier this month to deal with the Peabody
issue.
However, House Democratic lawmakers, saying Fletcher's
decision to call them back to Frankfort was unnecessary and too

•See Page 2A
gambling but said he had no
problem having the issue on the
ballot. He expressed sympathy
with Beshear's argument that
Kentucky is losing money when
some of its residents gamble at
casinos in neighboring states.
"If we can keep it here, on a
limited aspect, then I've got no
problem with that," he said in an
interview. "But I certainly don't
want to see gambling in rural
Kentucky."
Larry Thomas, a Hardin
County farmer, didn't have an
opinion about casino gambling
and said he thinks the issue is

overplayed. "I don't think it's a
top issue with most voters in the
state," he said. "I think they care
about what's going on with
health care and education."
On farm policy, both candidates stressed using tobacco settlement money to strengthen
Kentucky agriculture. They
promised to focus on nurturing
ethanol and other alternative
fuels that use raw farm products.
Both said they had no plans
to raise Kentucky's cigarette tax.
Fletcher took credit for put-

•See Page 3A

Murray Main Street earns recertification

TOMMY DILLARD/Ledger 8 Times
This message board rings true about the weather Heat index
values were expected to reach 100 degrees again today.
Changes are expected tonight. though. with a good chance of
thunderstorms and temperatures in the 80s over the week-

Staff Report
CADIZ. Ky.. -- Methods of obtaining
much-needed financing and an assessment
of state and local histonc-district ordinances
were two topics highlighted during the
Kentucky Main Street Program's quarterly
meeting in Cadiz last month during which
Murray's Main Street program was recertified for another year of operations.
Murray Main Street manager Deana
Wnght said the event was attended by more
than I(X) program managers, board members and community leaders from Main
Street programs across the state.
"I was thrilled to learn what other corn-
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munities are doing regarding historic-district ordinances and how our community can
benefit," Wright said.
During the meeting, about 80 communities — including Murray — were presented
certificates recognizing 2007 certification in
the Kentucky Main Street/Renaissance on
Main program. To qualify, communities
must meet standards based on the Main
Street's four-point approach; design, economic development, organization and promotion.
Wright said success must be demonstrated through developing and implementing
local programs and projects and by coming

up with measurable, strategic short and
long-term goals and actions. Participants
met in groups to review components of certification nominations prepared by their
peers as a means to mentor new managers
and offer input and suggestions to strengthen local programs.
During a special presentation, Donna M.
Neary, executive director and state historic
preservation officer for the Kentucky
Heritage Council, awarded certificates to
owners of three sites recently listed in the
National Register of Historic Places: the

IN See Page 2A
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Asbestos found in dust, not
air, after steam blast rips NYC

KRISTIN TAYLOR/Ledger & Times
BBO & BUSINESS: Chris Wooldndge, left, and Robert Billington Jr., nght, chat with Murray
State President Dr Randy Dunn, center, during a barbecue Town and Gown hosted on
Oakhurst's lawn Wednesday afternoon. About 40 people stopped by to eat some BBQ and
interact with Dunn Town and Gown has 55 members that help the university foster relationships in the community

Correction
Due to a reporter's MOT, a
quote by MISD Supenntendent
Bob Rogers.was incorrect in a
story in Wednesday's paper
Rogers said new drug abuse
prevention regulations requested by Calloway County
AI'Unice for Substance Abuse
Prevention is "much more
strict" than that proposed by
the Kentucky School Board
Association.
The corrected version was
on wwW MUrrilyledgercom.
The Murray LedRer A limes
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting: however mistakes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledgers policy to correct
errors. To report a news mistake or error, please call 7531916.

III Legislative leaders ...
From Front
costly to be justiticd, adjourned the Mime day the session began
without taking any action. Fletcher issued an executive order July
II to give the Democratic-controlled House and Republican-led
Senate a "cooling-off' period until July 30.
Williams, R-Burkesville, said he will attend the meeting at
Peabody's request and also said he would like to see a "work group"
set up with members from each chamber to discuss energy incentive
legislation.
Richards. D-Bowling Green. said he hopes to find out from next
week's meeting with Peabody CEO Greg Boyce,"If we give incentives to Peabody, will they assure us they will come to Kentucky."
Asked whether the House would approve incentives for Peabody
later this month if the company commits to locating the plant in
Kentucky. Richards said. "I don't know how to answer that question
at this time."
Peabody is considering andiockisird locations in Kentucky.
Illinois and Indiana and hopes to make a decision regarding the
location by early (h:tober.

NEW YORK(AP)— A massive geyser of steam and debns
that erupted through a midtown
Manhattan street left asbestos in
the dust that settled, but city
officials said today that tests
indicated the air was safe of the
carcinogen.
Tests were continuing, but
the city's Office of Emergency
Management said in a statement
that long-term health problems
were "unlikely."
Streets around the crater left
after the 83-year-old steam pipe
ruptured near Grand Central
Terminal were still closed this
morning, creating near-gridlock.
Streams of New Yorkers walked
down Park Avenue, some wearing masks to filter the air.
Clumps of office workers,
BlackBemes in hand, huddled
on street corners for word on
whether their offices would
open.
The loud, rumbling eruption
broke windows and rattled
buildings as the broken pipe
spewed steam, dirt and debris
into the air. One woman died of
an apparent heart attack, and
about 30 people were injured, at
least four seriously.
AP
Today, asbestos contamina- Firefighters examine a school bus parked in the middle of
tion was the main lingering
gushing debris after an underground steam pipe exploded
health concern, Mayor Michael
York.
Bloomberg said. Some of the Wednesday in New
pipes that pump steam beneath restored, though most of the age and broken windows.
the city to heat and cool thou- trains continued to bypass
Officials said the pipe might
sands of buildings are wrapped Grand Central.
have exploded under pressure
in asbestos, which can cause
Residents in the area were to caused by an infiltration of cold
fatal lung disease with pro- keep windows closed, and any- rainwater, or might have been
longed exposure.
one exposed to the falling debris damaged by a water main break
Officials quickly ruled out was instructed to wash carefully
Con Edison head Kevin
terrorism after the blast, but for and isolate the clothing they Burke said the site had been'
some witnesses, the explosion, were wearing in plastic bags. inspected hours before the blast dust and chaos were frightening- Eight air samples in the area as part of a routine response to'
ly reminiscent of the scene on around the explosion found no heavy rain that flooded parts of'
Sept. 11,2001.
sign of asbestos, but six of 10 the city. He said crews had
"We were scared to death. It samples of debris and dust came found nothing as they searched
sounded like a bomb hit or a back positive, the emergency- for steam rising from manhole
bomb went off, just like 9/11. management
agency
said covers or cracks in the street —
People were hysterical, crying, Thursday.
indications that pipes could be .4j.
running down the street," said
City engineers also warned in jeopardy.
Karyn Easton, a customer at a that up to six feet surrounding
The steam systems are norsalon a few blocks from the site the giant hole might be in dan- mally inspected every six
of the blast. "It was really surre- ger of further collapse, and offi- weeks.
It was rush hour Wednesday
cials said workers would not be
City crews worked overnight allowed into office buildings in evening when the geyser eruptto assess and repair the damage a zone that covered several ed. generating a tremendous .
and to determine what hap- blocks.
Buildings roar as 200-degree vapor
The
pened.
Department determined late sprayed as high as the top of the
Several major thoroughfares Wednesday that nearby build- nearby Chrysler Building.
in the area remained closed. ings were structurally sound but Steam and dirt boiled from the
Most subway service was some had suffered water dam- ground for hours.
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•Deja vu
about the beer cans found in
front of 1302 Fanis and the
older Watson brother works for many cars often parked there.
a petroleum and oil expansion Michael W. Watson disputed the
company and right now is sta- beer cans as belonging to his
tioned in the Gulf of Mexico. son and Berry. He said he could
His father said he typically be contacted if any problems
works 27 days on and 27 days arose with the boys.
"I just can't tell you how
off.
Berry was living at the Fan-is good of kids they are," Watson
Avenue house to help the told the neighbors expressing
younger Watson brother take their opposition. "... You aren't
going to have any better neighcare of the house.
"We'd like to have a chance bors. These boys would help
to show the people we will be you do anything in the world."
In other business, the board
good neighbors," Mr. Watson
approved a parking variance for
told the board.
Lucy Taylor, who lives at Tropical Smoothie Cafe at 1401
1304 Farris. and Bill Sanders. Main St.
Richard Lindamood is in the
who lives at 1311 Farris. spoke

From Front

process of putting the franchise
at the corner of 14th and Main
streets. The board approved
allowing him to have three parking spot less than what the
building's proposed square
footage would require. He'll
still have 32 places, which the
board said was plenty for the
business that will likely have -.
much walk-up traffic from the -•
university.
With indoor and outdoor''
seating. Tropical Smoothie Cafe
will seat about 60 people.
Lindamood, who's also working
with the company to open a
location in Paducah.
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From Front

MEDICAL CENTER

Trimble House in Wickliffe.
Carson-Annis Ferry Farm in
Morgantown and the Pete Lyles
House in Symsonia.
Kentucky continues to rank
fourth in the nation for the number of sites listed in the National
Register, with more than 3.200
listings of districts, sites and
structures encompassing MOM
than 41.000 historic features.
Only New York. Massachusetts
and Ohio have more listings in
the National Register than
Kentucky.
Administered
by
the
Kentucky Heritage Council and
the state Historic Preservation
Office, the Kentucky Main
Street Program is the oldest
statewide downtown revitalization program in the nation.
whose goal in 'partnership with
the Renaissance on Main program is to encourage downtown
revitalization, public-private
partnerships and economic
development within the contest
of
historic
preservation.
Currently more than 100
Kentucky communities participate
Murray Main Street is in its
10th year With continued support from the local governments
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Photo provided
Murray Main Street manager Deana Wnght. left, accepts a
certificate of recertification from Donna M. Neary. executive
director and state historic preservation officer for the
Kentucky Heritage Council, dunng a recent Kentucky Main
Street meeting in Cadiz
and the puhlk/pmate mve•tors,
the program continues work on
the revitalization of downtown
Murray. The Renaissance on
Main program is administered
by the Governor's Office of
Local Development IC/OLD),
which provides the funding
through the Renaissance on
Main program

For more information about
the Kentucky Main Street
Program, call Becky Gorman or
Roger Stapleton, Heritage
Council Kentucky Main Street
Ptugram coordinators, at (5021
564-7(X)5. For more information'
about Murray Main Street, call
759-9474.
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Edwards, Obama focus on poverty :4s,

KentuckylnBrief
State police investigating
Beverage allegations
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky State Police investigators
are looking at allegations made by a former high-ranking state
transportation official regarding alleged improprieties in state government, a spokeswoman said Wednesday.
State police spokeswoman Maj. Lisa Rudzinski acknowledged
Wednesday that the state attorney general's office had referred
information to detectives regarding former highway engineer Sam
Beverage's statement to prosecutors.
"We are reviewing it for any criminal violations," Rudzinski
said.
Rudzinski said state police had been on the case for "less than a
month."
Beverage claimed in a statement to prosecutors last year that
Gov. Ernie Fletcher hand-picked certain road projects that should
receive funding based on political motivations.
Beverage has also claimed the state transportation secretary
wielded a $42 million discretionary fund as a "large campaign
chest". used to hand out favors to supporters and lawmakers who
voted in line with the administration.

Instructors testify Flight 5191 crew
erred before crash
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — A Comair pilot instructor testified in
a deposition that the pilots of Right 5191 would have failed a flight
test last Aug. 27, the day the flight crashed in Lexington, killing 49
people, according to court documents.
Comair Capt. Thomas Sella°Id testified in his deposition that
the Flight 5191 pilots violated briefing, taxi and "sterile cockpit"
rules, which say that pilots should maintain a distraction-free cockpit. Scharold is a line check pilot, a veteran pilot who trains other
pilots.
Scharold said if he had been instructing Flight 519I's pilots —
Jeff Clay and first officer James Polehinke, who was the only survivor — he would not have let them take off.
All Comair pilots are required to receive training from line check
pilots each year and must pass flight tests called check rides, a
Comair spokeswoman said. She said the deposition excerpts don't
tell the whole story.
"The depositions of the (instructors) were extensive, and their
individual comments should not be taken out of context," said
spokeswoman Kate Marx, who declined further comment.
Scharold is one of three Comair instructors whose depositions
are excerpted in a Court brief filed Tuesday.
Attorney Tom Halbleib said Blue Grass Airport is responding to
allegations made by Comair.
Comair has filed a third-party claim against the airport in a lawsuit filed by relatives of crash victim Rebecca Adams. Dozens of
other lawsuits against Comair have been filed by crash victims in
state and federal courts.
The National Transportation Safety Board meets next week in
Washington. D.C.. to issue a probable cause of the crash

Corrections commissioner fined,
but won't go to jail
LOUISVILLL. Ky. (AP) — Kentucky Corrections
Commissioner John Rees, found in contempt of court for refusing
to release an inmate, has been fined $500 but won't go to jail.
Jefferson County Circuit Judge Judith McDonald-Burkman also
ordered Rees to pay the inmate's attorney's fees.
She and Rees disagreed over her order to release an 18-year-old
inmate who had been convicted of first-degree assault. Rees
claimed the inmate was ineligible for shock probation, which allows
inmates to be released after serving 30 to 180 days, because he had
been convicted of a violent crime.
McDonald-Burkman said her in her ruling Wednesday that Rees
-never took any steps to obey- her order to release Daniel Ottrnan.
The Justice and Public Safety Cabinet said it plans to ask the
judge to reconsider her decision, The Courier-Journal reported. But
Jeff Middendorf, the cabinet's general counsel, said if Rees disagrees with future court orders, he will allow the cabinet's attorneys
to address it in court.
"In the future, we'll respectfully disagree and follow the cowl's
order," Middendorf said.
Rees did not return a phone call to his office seeking comment.
Ottman's lawyer said it's not for Rees or the Department of
Corrections to decide whether a judge's order is correct.
"All he has to do is follow court orders." Eggert said of Rees.

Congressional panel investigates
drug czar's visit to Kentucky
LEXINGTON. Ky.(AP) — A congressional oversight committee is looking into whether U.S. Rep. Geoff Davis may have gotten
a political boost from the nation's drug czar at the expense of taxpayers.
Davis, a Republican from Kentucky's 4th District, hosted an
anti-drug meeting in Ashland last August in the midst of his campaign against Democratic challenger Ken Lucas. The event was one
of 20 around the country attended by John Walters, Bush's drug policy director, or his deputies paid for with tax dollars.
The House Oversight and Government Reform Committee is
trying to determine whether the visits were designed to boost the
standing vulnerable Republican candidates, the Lexington HeraldLeader reported Wednesday.
Davis went on to win the election. defeating Lucas with 52 percent of the vote.
"The timing of the visit by John Walters was due to the fact that
August is when Congress is in recess. and August 21 was the date
when both Walters and Congressman Davis were available." Davis
spokeswoman Amanda Keating said in a statement. At least three of
Walters' appearances in other states coincided with the announcement of federal grants, according to the committee's documents.

By SAMIRA JAFARI
Associated Press Writer
PRESTONBURG, Ky. (AP)
— Presidential candidates John
Edwards and Barack Obama on
Wednesday focused on the
struggles of the nation's poor —
from rural Appalachia to
Washington's urban Anacostia
— in competing speeches that
underscored the fierce fight for
the Democratic nomination.
Edwards wrapped up his
eight-state poverty tour with
stops in Virginia and Kentucky,
the latter where Democratic icon
Robert F. Kennedy spoke nearly
40 years ago in his plea to help
the nation's forgotten.
Unwilling to cede the issue to
Edwards. Obama spoke at a
recreation center in the nation's
capital, and in a jab at his rival,
argued that combatting poverty
was hardly new for him, a onetime community organizer in
Chicago.
"This kind of poverty is not
an issue I just discovered for the
purposes of a campaign, it is the
cause that led me to a life of
public service almost-twentyfive years ago," the Illinois senator said.
Obama struck a populist
tone.
"The streets here are close to
our capital, but far from the people
it represents. These
Americans cannot hire lobbyists
to roam the halls of Congress on
their behalf, and they cannot
write thousand-dollar campaign
checks to make their voices
heard," he said. -They suffer
most from a politics that has
been tipped in favor of those
with the most money, and influence, and power."
Obama opened his remarks
by describing Kennedy's poverty tour four decades earlier.
Speaking at the Floyd
County
Courthouse
in
Prestonsburg, the same site that
Kennedy gave his anti-poverty
speech in 1968, Edwards repeated a phrase from his 2004 campaign for the White House.
-The two Americas are the
very rich and everybody else,"
he told the crowd.
He said the working poor of

Jerome Williams
Worship leader
and teacher

SATURDAY,JULY 21
9.30-11 00 a.m.'Contemporary
challenges facing the church' by
arcing
7-00 • 8:00 Worshv 8 Study Jerry and Worship Leaders
Workshop by Jerome and
Farmington
Booker
Church of Christ 11.30-1:00 Informal lunch with
(270) 345-2690
area church leaders
waintrfarmingtonchurch 6.00-650 Congregational
singing
.org
7 00-8.00 worship and study

FRIDAY,JULY 20
6:30-7:00 Congregatonal

Democratic presidential hopeful John Edwards shakes hands with
in Prestonsburg, Ky., Wednesday.
Appalachia reminded him of his
father who worked in a North
Carolina cotton mill.
"No one pays attention to
them," he said, adding, "But
they're the people who built
America — not the people on
Wall Street."
In
southwest
Virginia,
Edwards held an outdoor roundtable and listened to stories
about indigent health care from
Appalachian doctors, community leaders and the working poor.
Thousands of patients in the
region rely on an annual mobile
health fair as their sole source of
care.
Dr. Joe Smitty, a volunteer
with the Remote Area Medical
Volunteer Corp.. told Edwards
"you have arrived in a part of
America where health care is
fragmented."
Smitty said heart disease,
lung cancer and black lung are
common problems in the impoverished Appalachian region.
However, several in the group
said it didn't want Edwards'
poverty tour to reinforce negative stereotypes of the region.
"These challenges don't

supporters atter

d

AP
speech

Hickman County town wins online
competition to host Edwards
COLUMBUS. Ky.(AP) — Democratic presidential candidate John Edwards visited eastern Kentucky on Wednesday, but
his next visit to the state may be in the western Kentucky community of Columbus in Hickman County.
A total of 1,817 votes were cast for the town, giving it a
chance to host a town hall-style appearance by Edwards, the
Lexington Herald-Leader reported Wednesday.
Columbus, population 229, beat cities including Los
Angeles, Dallas, San Francisco and Seattle in the online competition sponsored by Eventful.com.
Shawn Dixon, 24, a Columbus native and University of
Kentucky graduate, spearheaded a grassroots effort through
Web sites such as MySpace and Facebook to garner support for
his hometown.
"I think people in the western part of the state and rural
America really pulled together to have their voice heard on a
national level," Dixon said. "When people were presented an
opportunity, they really jumped on it."
Dixon said the meeting with Edwards probably won't take
place in downtown Columbus.
"There's just one main street in Columbus," he said. Instead
it will likely be in nearby Columbus-Belmont Battlefield State
Park,
define the people of this area,"
Edwards responded. "Their
strength and defiance and

courage define them. We're here
to help."

state spending on education,
shoring up Medicaid and turning a budget deficit into a surplus. He said more can be done,
adding, "You don't turn this
large ship quickly."
In a swipe at his opponent,
the governor linked Beshear
with House Democrats in
stalling a special legislative ses-

sion that included an energy
proposal offering incentives for
a company that has expressed
interest in building a $3 billion
plant to convert coal to synthetic natural gas. He said the bill
also includes incentives to promote ethanol and biodiesel production that would help
Kentucky agriculture

4.1

III Issue overshadows ...
From Front
ting more money into rural
roads and making state parks a
purchaser of Kentucky-raised
foods. Beshear complained that
the state has diverted tobacco
settlement money supposedly
earmarked for rural development to pay for unrelated things.
He said the state hasn't done
enough to attract agricultural
processing plants that would use
Kentucky products.
Agriculture is a $4 billion
industry in Kentucky.
In the latest forum, Beshear
was more aggressive in hitting
Fletcher regarding a hiring scandal in which Fletcher's administration was accused of illegally
rewarding political supporters
with state jobs.
A special grand jury returned
more than two dozen indictments during the investigation
and charged Fletcher with criminal conspiracy, official misconduct and political discrimination. Fletcher's charges were
later dropped after an agreement
with prosecutors. Fletcher
issued a blanket pardon for
everyone in his administration.
other than himself, who could
have faced charges stemming
from the investigation.
"We've had an administration
that seems to consider itself
above the law." Beshear said.
Fletcher called the probe a
"political witch Mint."
Beshear
accused
also
Fletcher of a failed record as

Weekend of Worship & Praise
at Farmington Church of Christ
July 20-22
Jerry tones
Preacher
and teacher

Thursday, July 19, 2007•3A

Booker Murphy
Worship leader
and teacher

SUNDAY,JULY 22
10:00-1045 a m. Congregational
11:00-12:15 Worship and stiK:.
12:154:30 Potluck
1:30-2:30 08,A session with Jerry
Area-wide meeting with Dan Wink •

July 22-24, 7:00 p.m.
Marshall County High School

govegnor, noting rankings that
put Kentucky near the bottom
nationally in per capita income
and high tech jobs and near the
top in unemployment and health
woes.
Fletcher responded that
Kentucky's work force has
grown under his leadership, and
he took credit for increasing
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Sinking Spring
Baptist Church

Individuals wittout Group Coverage
Independent Contractors
Dependents and Students

4185 Wiswell Road West, Murray, KY

COBRA/Alternative
Self-Employed

Bro. Roger Rice, Evangelist

Small Businesses
Soi-„r1-)ns

r!,a.ces are eaSy

Robert Efillington Jr.
270-753-4751

Sunday, July 22
11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m

Mon., July 23 - Wed., July 25
7:00 p.m.
Pastor Carl Butler
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e of Murray
ATTENTION:

Beltone of Murray is now at our new location.
Please visit us at 707 South lr Street, Murray KY.
Our office hours will be Monday, Wednesday and Friday 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

*SERVICE & REPAIR ON ALL BRANDS
*FREE IN-HOME TESTING

Relfrne
Se rv ing You Since 1942
Main Office
919 Broadway, Paducah, KY
www.BeltoneHearing.com

707 South 12'Street • MurraykV
270-753-9558 or Toll Free 866-773-4327
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OUR STAFF HAS OVER 100 YEARS COMBINED
EXPERIENCE IN MEETING HEARING NEEDS!
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Speeding
at your
own risk
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The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky to offer a point of view from
another area in the commonwealth. It does not necessarily reflect the editorial opinions or thoughts of
this newspaper:
it's now legal to go the speed on some interstates
and roads that many motorists already were driving,
anyway. One week ago, 70 mph decals were placed
over the previous 65 mph postings along stretches
of interstates and parkways across the commonwealth of Kentucky.
In March, state legislators voted to increase the
speed limit on selected roadways to enable motorists
to increase their speed by 5 mph, and only 5. The
spirit of the law is not to give license to increase
overall speed on all roads or to push the 70 mph
to 75 mph-plus, but to have the option of speeding
up to a 70 mph maximum cruising speed on designated stretches of roadway considered safe for the
higher speed.
Drivers need to be aware that the increase does
not apply to urban areas. It is our responsibility to
he aware of speed zone changes as they occur from
one stretch of highway to the next and to make
Adjustments, just as it is important to be aware of
road conditions such as rain or fog.
It's .easy to get focused on where we are going
and develop an above-the-law feeling when speeding ..down the road in a hurry. Remember, however,
speed limits are not set arbitrarily, and the speed
signs posted are not recommended speeds, but legal
limits designed for the safety of you as a driver,
°your passengers and the other motorists on the
road.
The new speed limit will be •enforced strictly, as
It should be, providing drivers the privilege of edging the speedometer up to 70 mph in designated
rural, low-populated areas, not 75 or 80 mph. Press
the pedal to the metal above the posted speed limit
at your own risk.
—The News-Enterprise,
Elizabethtown
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Our Elected Officials
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
i'4I1 Rayburn House Office Bldg
www house gov Whitfield

Washington. D.0 20510
1-202-225-3115

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building
Washington. D.0 20510
4•114AVIIITI bUllillflg bunning senate gov
1-202-224-4343

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell(R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building
'202-224-2541 (Washington a)

Nil

Washington. DC 20510
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OUR READERS WRITE
To the Editor,
This letter is regarding the
article appearing in the July
11 issue that addressed the
possibility of an ordinance
that would place restrictions
on the ownership of vicious
dog breeds and require owners to purchase liability
insurance.
Mayor Vasseur of Hazel
was quoted as saying. "For a
city its size, Hazel has an
incredible number of pit bull
dogs." He also said that he
feels "something may have
to be done."
Certainly Mayor Vasscur,
something must be done.
However, targeung a particular breed of dog will not
solve Hazel's problem. When
pit bull ownership is restricted, the individuals who are
using pits to fight for
"sport" will turn to the rottweiler for their illegal dogfighting rings. Ultimately, the
rolls will be seen as vicious
dogs, and their ownership
will be restricted.
After the runs are no
longer readily available, the
dog fighters will use German
Shepards. then Labs, then
Boxers Sadly, none of these
breeds
or any breeds -.
are born vicious Indeed.
they are deliberately bred
and trained for killing other
dogs and are exploited by
indisiduals who are motivated by the greed for money
It is these individuals who
have Iti‘en all pit hulls the
stereotype of being %mous
these men train the pit bulls
to tight each other by using
halt dogs The hail dog's
muzzle is duct taped shut,
and it is kept on a chain
while the pit is induced to
kill the dog hy ripping it to
pieces
The bait dogs are usually
ai.quired from puppy nulls.
or from residents fenced in
yards when no one is home,
(a from shelters that will
adopt a dog to anyone over
IN who has twenty dollars
Often these ban dogs are
bred just to keep a readily
available supply on hand for
the slaughter
So watch out. residents
Hazel. When all the large
breed dogs have been labeled
as vicious, and their ownership is restricted, they'll be
putting your link Cocker
Spaniels and Pomeranians on
the vicious dog list. Any dog
can be deliberately trained to
he vicious
The real reason Hazel has
WI many pit hulls for a city
ot its site is because MTponsible dog owners allow
their dogs to run free without being spayed or
neutered As long as Hazel
is considenng a clog ordinance. why not consider a
spay/neuter ordinance which
would benefit everyone in
Hazel whether they are dog
owners Or MX
Just one female dog and
her offspring can produce
puppies in sot yearn.
How many female dogs does

Hazel have running loose?
Do the math.
Can you think of any
other dog ordinance that is
more imperative for animal
control? On average, it costs
$100.00 to capture. house,
feed, and eventually destroy
and dispose of just one stray
dog or cat — a cost which
taxpayers pay yearly.
A spay/neuter ordinance
can effectively and humanely
end the dog overpopulation
crises. If cities as large as
New York City. Chicago,
Louisville and Nashville can
manage a successful
spay/neuter ordinance, I am
confident that a city the size
of Hazel or any other city
in western Kentucky can
design a spay/neuter ordinance that will relieve the
burden of stray dog overpopulation for all tax-paying residents.
Soil not convinced on the
wisdom of a spay/neuter
ordinance? Read Proverbs
12:10.
Linda Cherry
Adoption Coordinator
Lost But Loved
Animal Rescue
Murray
To the Editor.
There's a saying that
you're entitled to your own
opinion, hut not your own
facts. When it comes to
Gov. Ernie Fletcher's unjustified special session, that old
adage nngs true.
It is a fact that, during
the 2007 Regular Session
earlier this year. the House
voted overwhelmingly for
House Bill 5. which would
have done everything necessary. to attract alternative
tuels plants and jobs to Kentucky. When the Republican
Senate was in the process of
killing that bill dunng the
session's final hours. Gov.
Fletcher offered no leadership
to try And save the NIL
Where was his passion for
the energy issue then, when
it would have mattered the
most'
It is also a fact that the
Caisernor initiated no substantise discussion with
House leaders about an energy bill of any other measure
prior to the call of the special session The laundry list
of projects and hundreds of
1711111011% in new spending
arrived only 72 hours before
the session was convened.
This was a recipe for failure
Yet due to the governor's
and Senate's unwillingness to
recognize a fa:led session
and adjourn, taxpayers will
still have to foot a bill for ,
more than SI million The
Senate and governor have
refused to accept. the House's
proposal to forego pay for
this special session.
Finally, it is a fact that
negotiations with Peabody
Energy are still in their earls.
stages, making it premature
for the state to offer incentives until Peabody Is further

along in assessing its
options. House leadership has
sent a written agreement to
work with Peabody once that
company firms up its decision to come to Kentucky.
We have invited Gov. Fletcher and Senate President
David Williams to join us to
meet with Peabody officials
to see how we can move
that process along. Going
into special session at great
expense when the Governor
has not gotten a commitment
from Peabody to build in
Kentucky is irresponsible.
The House is fully committed to improving Kentucky's economy and has
shown that dedication repeatedly in our work with such
companies as UPS. Toyota
and, earlier this year, Ford
Motor Company.
With all of these facts in
mind, it is our firm opinion
that the special session was
called for political reasons,
not because of an emergency
that must be addressed
before legislators are scheduled to return to Frankfort in
less than six months. The
needs of Kentucky are illserved by having a governor
using constitutional powers
simply to bolster his flagging
re-election campaign.
Successful special sessions
have generally focused on
one issue — a far cry from
the 67 items included on
the governor's call. Included
in this lengthy laundry list
of supposed emergencies are
many of the construction
projects for our state universities that the Governor
vetoed in 2(106 and did not
support in the 2007 Regular
Session when they were
being held hostage by the
Senate President.
Thus, Gov. Fletcher is
trying to isolate the funding
of these construction projects
away from the traditional
budget, subverting a process
that tries to account for the
financial needs of the entire
state We need to consider
these important projects in
the context of all other
needs And prionties, not just
the ones the governor thinks
matter pnor to an election.
At the end of the day. it
IN our duty in the House to
ensure that tax dollars are
spent as wisely as possible.
That means trying td stop
an unnecessary special session as well as restoring
order to a budget process
that has guided this state
for more than a century.
The framers of Kentucky's
Constitution had it nght
when they said special sessions must be "extraordinary "
'The most famous Kentuckian of all — President
Abraham Lincoln — also
had it nght when he said,
"I do not think much of a
man who is not wiser today
than he was yesterday."'
Go,
. Fletcher understood
bow to call • successful

special session earlier in his
administration, but he seems
to have since abandoned
that understanding. By
renewing his call for a special session he has failed to
learn from his mistakes and
will once again meet with
failure. We call on the governor to learn from the lessons of the past and relent
from his imprudent and
untimely special session.
House Speaker Jody
Richards, House Speaker Pro
Tem Larry Clark, Majority
Floor Leader Rocky Adkins,
Majority Caucus Chair Charlie Hoffman and Majority
Whip Rob Wilkey
To the Editor,
The Kentucky House of
Representatives has a unique,
but limited opportunity to
pass legislation already
adopted by the state Senate
that would have significant
economic benefits for Kentucky.
Gov. Ernie Fletcher has
called a special session of
the State Legislature to pass
legislation which will provide
tax incentives for an energy
project as well as tax reductions for military personnel.
Unfortunately, the House
adjourned ten minutes after it
convened. The state Senate
acted quickly and passed the
requested legislation.
I urge the Kentucky
House to reconsider its position and act to approve legislation which will be a significant economic benefit for
Kentucky.
Peabody Energy has
announced its intention to
build a coal to synthetic
fuels plant in Kentucky, if
the state legislature will help
with a tax incentive package.
The Senate has acted, but
not the House. If the plant
is built in Kentucky its estimated 4000 news jobs would
be created and $10 billion
would be added to our economy over the next 25 years_
Over the past 10 years.
soldiers stationed at Ft.
Campbell have decided to
reside in Tennessee because
Tennessee does not tax its
military personnel. As a
result, Clarksville. Tenn.. has
exploded, economically
speaking, because of the
spurt in military families
moving to Tennessee.
Gov. Fletcher has proposed to exempt military pay
from the Kentucky income
tax if they will move to
Kentucky. If that happens,
more homes will be built in
Kentucky. sales tax revenue
will increase and it will he '4
a real boost to our econormt
All we need is for the I
State House to act responsibly and pass the legislation
I urge the State House to
reconvene on July 30 to
pass this important legislation
Sincerely.
S Rep Ed Whitfield
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Obituaries
Steve McReynolds

Kenneth Newton Moore

The funeral for Steve McReynolds will be Friday at 1 p.m. at
The funeral for Kenneth Newton Moore will be Friday at I pin.
First Baptist Church, Murray.(Note change of time and place.) Bro. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton.
Alan Miller, Bra Ricky Cunningham and Rev. Heyward Roberts
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
will officiate. Entombment will follow in the Murray City Cemetery (Thursday). Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Jude's
Mausoleum.
Children's Research Hospital, 501 St. Jude Place, Memphis, Tenn.,
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral 38105-1942.
Home after 3 p.m. today (Thursday).
Mr. Moore, 66, Union Hill Road, Benton, died Monday, July 16,
Expressions of sympathy may be made to The 2007, at 8:45 p.m. at his home.
Steve McReynolds for Character Memorial Fund,
A maintenance repair employee of Vanderbilt Chemical for 35
Attn.: Pat Latimer/Regions Bank, P.O. Box 1080, years, he was of Methodist faith and a member of the Glass Pack
Murray, Ky., 42071.
Corvette Club of Western Kentucky. Preceding him in death were
Mr. McReynolds, Logan Drive, Murray, died his father, Pat L. Moore, and one sister, Janet Meyer.
Monday, July 16, 2007, at 6:22 p.m. His death was
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Judy Shepeard Moore; one
from injuries sustained in a vehicle accident at the daughter, Caressia Combs, Possum Trot; two grandsons, Austin
McReynolds intersection of Ky. 94 West and Robertson
Road.
Combs and Dillon Combs, both of Calvert City; his mother. Mrs.
A member of Hardin Baptist Church, he had Ruth Virginia Hale Moore, Hawesville; one niece; one nephew;
worked for Murray Supply Company and Win-Mart of Murray.
three great-nieces.
Survivors include his parents, Harold and Pat McReynolds, and
one brother, Greg McReynolds and wife, Amy, all of Murray; one
sister, Mrs. Lisa McReynolds Gilman and husband, David, Tulsa,
No services for Ms. Heather Haynes are planned. At a later time
Okla.; three nieces, Blake McReynolds, Murray, Kailey Gillman, a celebration of her life will be held.
Tulsa, and Bree Gillman Holbrook, Memphis, Tenn.; two nephews,
Ms. Haynes,47, Juneau, Alaska, died Saturday. July 14, 2007, at
Matt McReynolds, Murray, and Chase Gillman, Tulsa.
a hospital in Wenatchee, Wash. Her death followed a short illness.
Born in Bryan, Texas, she moved to Alaska at an early age. She
graduated from Murray State University, Murray, Ky., and attended
Mrs. Corinne Camp Sanders, 84, Milan, Tenn., died Tuesday. graduate school at the University of Kentucky, Lexington.
July 17, 2007, at Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.
Survivors include two children, Kayce Eversmeyer and Jesse
A retired employee of Gibson County Department of Health, she Eversmeyer, both of Juneau; her parents, Margie and Evan Haynes,
was a member of First United Methodist Church, Milan, and the Haines, Alaska; two sisters; two brothers; and her former husband.
Wesley Circle.
Clair Eversmeyer.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Sam Sanders; two
daughters, Gloria Dell Sanders and Debbie Sue Sturgeon; one
grandson, Sam Sturgeon; one sister, Willie Clark; two brothers,
Percy (Shot) Camp and Lloyd Camp.
Survivors include four daughters, Mrs. Beverly Lax and husband, Steve, New Concord, Ky., Mrs. Jenny Lynn McLemore and
husband, Marcus, Savannah, Tenn., Mrs. Melinda Bradley and husband, Emory, Paris, and Mrs. Judy Daniel, Collierville, Tenn.; one
son, Jeff Sanders and wife, Lisa, Milan; one brother, Bobby Joe
Camp,Trezevant, Tenn.; 14 grandchildren; six great-grandchildren.
BAGHDAD (AP)- Sunni icism from U.S. critics for failThe funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. at First United Methodist lawmakers ended their five- ing to approve key legislation
Church, Milan, with Rev. Dan Camp officiating. Burial will follow week boycott of parliament this and for plans to take a month's
morning, raising hopes the fac- vacation in August at a time
in the Oakwood Cemetery, Milan.
tious assembly can make when American and Iraqi troops
Visitation will be at Bodkin Funeral Home, Milan, from 5 to 8
progress on benchmark legisla- are dying on the battlefield.
p.m. today (Thursday) and until 1 p.m. Friday.
tion demanded by Washington.
The sensitivities displayed
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First United Methodist The U.S. announced that two by both the Accordance Front
Church Youth Fund, Milan.
American soldiers have been and al-Sadr's allies indicates the
charged with killing an Iraqi.
depth of suspicion and sectarian
The 44 members of the Iraqi rivalry prevalent in Iraq after
Mrs. Mary Lee Sanderson, 94, Lone Oak, died Tuesday, July 17, Accordance Front attended more than four years of war.
This morning, the U.S. militoday's session after striking a
2007, at 2:26 p.m. at Medco Center, Paducah.
reinstate
tary
said an Army lieutenant
deal
with
other
blocs
to
A naive of Nashville, Tenn., she was a 1931 graduate of bone
the Sunni speaker, Mahmoud al- colonel had been relieved of
worked
for
a
time
at
Magnavox
Oak High School, a homemaker,
Mashhadani, who was ousted by command in connection with
and was a member of New Life Baptist Church.
the Shiite-dominated assembly the murder charges, which were
Preceding her in death were one brother, Fred Hunter Jr.; two sis- last month for erratic behavior.
tiled this week against two solters, Virginia Richardson and Pauline Hibdon; and one niece. She
Al-Mashhadani is expected diers - Sgt. 1st Class Trey A.
was the daughter of the late Fred M. Hunter Sr. and Mattie Lee to gracefully resign after presid- Corrales of San Antonio and
ing over a number of sessions. Spc. Christopher P Shore of
f3acigalupoHunteat Survivors include her husband, Hubert Austin Sanderson, to Shiite legislator Hassan al- Winder, Ga.
Each was charged with one
whom she had been married for 73 years; one son, Joe Sanderson Suneid, an aide to Prime
count
of murder in the death,
Minister
Noun
al-Maliki,
said
and wife, JoAnn, Poplar Bluff, Mo.; two daughters, Mrs. Mary
al-Mashhadani's return came which allegedly occurred June
Betty Vick and husband, John Paul, Paducah, and Mrs. Julie
after secret conditions that 23 near the northern city of
Williford and husband, Bobby. Louisville; six grandchildren, should not be made public.
Kirkuk, the U.S. said in a stateJeremy Williford and wife, Amy, Union, Crystal Williford,
The Sunnis ended their walk- ment. Lt. Col. Michael
Louisville, Daniel Sanderson, Poplar Bluff, David Sanderson and out two days after Shiite law- Browder, who was their battalwife, Susan, Lake St. Louis, Mo., Steve Vick and wife, Laura, makers loyal to anti-U.S. cleric ion commander, is not a suspect
Paducah, and Jean Crawford and husband, Dennis, Murray; eight Muqtada al-Sadr ended their and has not been charged with
great-grandchildren, Aiden and Avery Williford, Aleia and Anna boycott after officials accepted any offense but was fired for
Sanderson, Bethany and Olivia Vick, and Jennifer and Allison their demands for rebuilding a leadership failure, the U.S. said.
No further details were
Shiite shrine damaged by bombCrawford; four nieces; two nephews.
released, but the statement
ings.
The funeral will be today (Thursday) at 2 p.m. in the Lone Oak
Those two boycotts had par- noted that the charges are alleChapel of Milner & On Funeral Home. Rev. Tommy Tucker will alyzed the 275-member parlia- gations and neither of the two
officiate. Burial will follow in the Mt. Kenton Cemetery, Lone Oak. ment, which is under strong crit- soldiers has been convicted.
Visitation is now at the funeral home. Tributes may be left online
at Milnerandorrcom

Ms. Heather Haynes

Mrs. Corinne Camp Sanders

Sunnis end parliament
boycott; 2U.S. soldiers
charged with murder
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White House is seeking
more time from Congress
for Iraq War strategy
WASHINGTON(AP)-The
White House is pushing hard to
buy time for its Iraq strategy,
offering Congress unusual
access to President Bush's top
military and diplomatic advisers.
About 200 lawmakers were
invited to the Pentagon for a
classified question-and-answer
session this morning with Gen.
David Petraeus, the top U.S.
commander in Iraq, and Ryan
Crocker, the U.S. ambassador
there. The two men were expected to brief lawmakers via satellite from Baghdad.
Bush's new war adviser, Lt.
Gen. Douglas Lute, also was to
be in the room.
Later in the day, Crocker was
scheduled to testify publicly
before the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, also by
video link.
The officials were expected
to make the case that some
progress has been made in Iraq
since Bush ordered the deployment of some 30,000 extra
troops earlier this year. The officials also were expected to argue
it is too early to tell whether the
strategy is working, and that
members of Congress should
hold off on demanding change
until at least September.
The briefings cap off a week
of contentious Senate debate on
the war and a public relations
blitz by the administration to
shore
up GOP support.
Republican support is crucial for
Bush because of the narrow
margins in the Senate and the
minority party's ability to block
any legislation with a filibuster.
So far, GOP lawmakers have
been mostly united in rejecting

Democratic deinands to set a
deadline for troop withdrawals.
On Wednesday, they helped
scuttle a bill by Sens. Carl
Levin, D-Mich., and Jack Reed,
D-R.1., that would have ordered
troops to start leaving this fall
and end major combat by April
30.
The legislation was backed
by a slim majority of senators in
a 52-47 vote, but fell short of the
60 votes needed to cut off debate
and end a GOP-threatened filibuster. On Wednesday as senators cast their vote, Secretary ol
State Condolcezza Rice shuttled
between meetings with members on Capitol Hill to make the
administration's case for the
war. Bush's national security
adviser, Stephen Hadley, has
made similar rounds, including a
private briefing on Iraq Iasi
week for more than a dozen
GOP senators.
Members say they are happy
about the administration's new
outreach effort, even if they disagree with the message or still
have doubts about the war. Still,
it was unclear how many members were planning to take up
the White House on its offer to
be bused to the Pentagon.
Reps. Ike Skelton, D-Mo:,
chairman of the House Armed
Committee, and
Services
Duncan Hunter, R-Calif.. the
panel's ranking Republican,
planned to go. Sens. Joho
Warner, R-Va., Susan Collins,
R-Maine, and Charles Schumer,
D-N.Y., also were expected tO
attend.
"I think it is accurate to say
the administration is listening as
never before.- said Sen. Gordon
Smith. R-Ore.

'The Mt. Olive Congregation of the
Church of Christ will hare a

GOSPEL MEETING
with

Virgil Hale veaking each Sant,

jay 22nd-

26-th, 2007

SUNDAY MORNING:.
9:30 am Bible Study Worship • 10:30 a.m. Worship

SUNDAY EVENING: 7:30 p.m. Worship
MONDAY-THURSDAY: 7:00 p.m.
EACH INDIVIDUAL IS IMPORTANT TO US
Come and bring someone with you.
You will hear preachingfrom God's own word.
Phone: 270-898-2258
John Mays, Local Minister
The building is located one mile east of Gobo (111
Mt. Olive Church Road.

It STOCK MARKET REPORT

Charles Richard Wick) Baucum
Charles Richard (Dick) Baucum, 89, died Wednesday. July 18,
2007. His death followed an extended illness.
Born Dec. 13. 1917, in New Concord, he was one
1
of 12 children of the late Wallace James Baucum and
Parrie Caroline McCuiston Baucum. His maternal
grandparents were William Teede and Susan Lax
McCuiston and his paternal grandparents were
Pleasant Green and Betty Hopper Baucum. Also preceding him in
death were five brothers, Cloys, Clifford, Harold, Percy and Joe Pat
Baucum, and three sisters, Mignon Dunn. L6reta Steele and Faye
McClure.
A master woodworker and finish carpenter by trade, he was
known in the Paducah area for the antique reproduction furniture he
built in his home woodworking shop after his retirement. He was
also responsible for the restoration of the 100-year-old woodwork
interior of the 1977 List Drugstore after it was damaged in the
Market House Museum fire of 1974. He completed the six month
restoration as a free gift to the museum.
He was a World War II Army veteran and a 50-year member of
Paducah Lodge No. 127 of Free and Accepted Masons and of
Carpenter's Local Union ir357.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Lenora Alice Fiser Baucum. to
whom he was married on Feb. 17. 1952. in Corinth, Miss.; one
daughter. Mrs. Penny Baucum Fields. Paducah; three brothers.
Ralph. Brooks and Ronnie Baucum; several nieces and nephews.
A private graveside service for the immediate family will be
Saturday at 2 p.m. at Wocxllawn Memorial Gardens. Paducah, with
Bro. Terry Henderson officiating.
Visitation will be at Milner and On Funeral Home of Paducah
from 5 to 9 p.m. Fnday. Masonic ntes will be at 7 p.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Market House
Museum. P.O. Box 12. Paducah, Ky., 42002.
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Investments Since 1854
Don Jones lnd. Avg,-.139973 + 79.1
Air Products ......-..-..88.65
AT&T. Inc.
-39.72 + 0.09

& Gifts
HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
753-1725-1-800-472-8852
www.rolIingh.com

• ALL Trees & Shrubs
• ALL Giftware
• ALL Garden Accents

NEW SHIPMENT
- Perennial Hibiscus
Crapennirtles

-Brigs &
Bristol Myers Squibb _32.09 + 0.04
- 0.02
Caterpillar
Cho ron Texaco Corp.-1109 + 0.01
+ 0.95
Daimler Chrysler .......
3139 .0.04
Dean Foods
+ 0.67
Exxon-Mobil ........
&67 + 0.04
Ford Motor
General Electric .-_40.59 + 0.14
• 0.19
General Motors
0.76
.40R
-.53.05
+
Glaxotimith Kline
.62.22 + 038
Goodrich
+ 0.49
Goodyear
1115.99
HopFed Bank'
IBM _....

Intel
25.17 +0 II
Krieger-28.101 • 0.21
25.66 + 0.06
Mattd--5237 + 0.17
McDonalds.49.77 • 0.17
Merck _.....-Microsoft 30.98 + 0.06
70.53 + 1.31
J.C. Penne)
66.12 0.01
Pepsico, Inc.Pfizer, Inc
/6,02 - 0.12
Regions Financial
.3312 • 0.14
Schering-Plough ..............32.19 + 0.20
Sears Holding Corp
153.41 + 0.23
Time %artier
..20.88-S Bancorp ..
• 0.32
1 ST
.53.81 + 1.04
14e0Point Inc ............. 82.13 - 0.94
Nai-Mart
48 + 033

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants(l-RI
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square 1 Murray, KY 42011
270153.3366 1 800-444.1854
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'Strike-Out
Cancer'
tournament
is scheduled
DRAFFENVILLE, Ky
Me inaugural First Kentucky
Bank Strike-Out Cancer CoEd Softball Tournament will
he held Sept. 21-22 at Mike
Miller Park in Draffenville with
all proceeds to benefit the
American Cancer Society's
Relay For Life in Marshall
'ounty.
"Cancer is a disease that
has touched so many lives.
including members of our,
%WE' said Denise Hargrove.
manager of bank's Benton
office. "This cent is a wonderful opportunity to put together a team and have a lot of
fun while raising money for a
giedi CaLISC SUCI1 as the ACS.•'
The entry fee is $150 per
team and the tournament will
follow ASA rules and regulaions.
For more information or to
enter a Want. contact Ashley
/taker at (270) 460-8001 or
4 2701 556-51454, or Kim English at 1270).4W-8012 or 12701
02.96.

Winners
announced
for golf
tournament

New Beginnings Prison Ministry
schedules meeting Saturday
The New Beginnings Prison Ministry
will meet Saturday at 6:30 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church, Robertson Road South,
off Ky. 94 West.
Presenting the program and the musk
will be Ryker and Jennifer Wilson on the
theme of "Working God Into Our Lives
Through A Daily Walk with Jesus as Our
Savior and Best Friend." Ryker is pastor
of Locust Grove Baptist Church. Parents
of the couple are Jackie and Brenda Willo's
son of Hazel and Ron and Linda Wright
Datebook of
Murray.
By Jo Burkeen
public is invited to attend the meetThe
Community
ing. For more information call 753-0156.
Editor

East PTA plans grounds clean-up
Photo provooed
YARD OF THE MONTH: The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club has selected
the yard of Dan and Teresa Butler at 2105 Southwest Dr . Murray as the yard for the month for
July This is a special selection made each month to give credit to those who do their own yard
work

Land Between the Lakes plans programs
GOLDEN POND. Ky
Land Between the Lakes has
activities planned for the coming week.
The Homeplace Living History Farm, Nature Station, and
Hillman Ferry. Energy Lake
and Piney Campground are now
open daily. The Golden Pond
Planetarium. The Elk & Bison
Prairie, Wranglers Campground.
Turkey Bay OHV Area and
several small camping areas
are open year-round.
Elk and Bison Prairie is
open daily. Admission is S5
per Car
The (Olden Pond Planetarium is open daily with admis
%ion $5 for ages 13 and up,
52 for ages 5 to 12, and free

with family tor ages 4 and a.m. and noon to 1 p.m. with
under. "Blown Away - The Wild cost being $2 per bug box on
World of Weather" will be Saturday but reservationa. are
shown at 3 p.m. daily. "Kent required: "Insect Safari" at 2
tucky Skies" will be shown at p.m. and "Sunset Canoe Trip"
1 p.m. daily: Far Out Space from 6 to 8:30 p.m. on SatPlaces at 10 a.m. Monday urday with reservations required
through Friday and 4 p.m. Sat- for the trip: "Hummingbirds
urday and Sunday: Search for for Kids" at 2 p.m. Sunday,
I.ifc in the Universe" at II "Creature Feature: Bobcat" at
a.m. and 2 p.m. daily.
2 p.m. Tuesday, "Truly TalonEvents at The Homeplace ted" at 2 p.m. Thursday.
will include "Don't Fence Mc
On Friday and Saturday. the
In" at 1:30 p.m. Saturday; LBL Primitive Rodeo and
"Puttin' by the Garden" from Wranglers Grand Jubilee" will
II a.m. to 2 p.m. Sunday: be at the Wranglers Camp"Notions of the Night Os" at ground. The rodeo will be at
1:30 p.m. on Wednesday.
)1 p.m. each night.
Es-ems at The Nature StaFor more inforrnation call
tion include "Build A Bug Ros- toll free at 1-800-LBL-7077.
in two sessions. 10:30 to 11:30

The Ladies annual Ladies
Day Golf Member Guest Tournament was held July II at
the Oaks Country Club.
Carol)n
Greenfield
.limounced the first place winners in each flight as follows
Championship 'light • Sherri lieelce and truest Sue Out-

East Calloway Elementary PTA will sponsor a grounds cleanup at the school on Saturday from 8:30 a.m. to noon. Every00e is welcome to come and help get the school grounds
ready for the start of classes. For more information call Joyce
at 759-9794.

Glory Bound Entertainment Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
will be Ron Lovvorn, Eddie Boone and Phyllis Mitchuson.
Note the change from the previous list of singers. There is no
admission charge, but items for Need Line will be accepted.
For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643. Renee
Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666.

Red Cross blood drive Friday
Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross will have
a blood drive on Friday from I to 6 p.m. at the Hazel Baptist Church Family Life Center. Hazel.

Touchdown Club plans promotion
Calloway County High School Touchdown Club will have
a car wash Saturday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Captain D's.
Any and all donations will be accepted and appreciated.

WOW Lodge 827 plans event
Woodmen of the World Lodge 827 will have lodge picnic/social
Saturday from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Harmon Hall. 330 C.C.
Lowry Dr.. Murray. Food and fun will be provided by the
lodge, but those attending are asked to call 753-2267 or email colleen62@bellsouth.net to give the number of people
that will attend for the amount of food needed. All members
are encouraged to attend this fun social event of the summer.

Northside plans Bible School
Northside Baptist Church will have its Vacation Bible School
on the theme of "Game Day Central" on Saturday from 8:30
a.m. to 4 p.m. All children 3 year-old up to sixth grade are
welcome.

lint flight - Laura Parker
rod guest. Donna Tucker.
sccond flight - Cynthia Darnall MO guest. Ann Tries:
1 turd flight
Janet Kirk
And guest. Pats) Chaney.
A potluck salad luncheon

Weight seminar Friday
Weight Management Seminar on "Genetic Key Life Style
System" with Doris Mc('ugh. registered nurse from Louisville,
Ky., as speaker will be Friday at 7 p.m. the basement of
Puryear Church of Christ, Puryear, Tenn. For information call
Paulette Kent at 1-731-247-5316.

Soccer registration today

To place an
ad call
753-1916 C
)
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Photo provrded
Attending the Governor's Scholar Program at Bellarmine University, Louisville. were, from left,
Jessica Torsak. Heather Lowe. Janene Johnston and Courtney Elder. 2008 seniors of
Calloway County High School

Four Calloway County High School
seniors attend Governor's program
Jessica
Torsak, licdther
Lowe. Janene Johnston and
Courtney Elder. 200k seniors
',I'm Calloway County High
School. !lase been attending
the Gosernor's Scholar Program at Kellar-mine University
in Littlislille for the Iasi ses
(-NI week-. The program ran
from June 17 through July 21
The program onses to
enhance Kentudks next generation of civic and economic
leaders and to create models
of educational escellence lot
teachers and students
Established in 19,43. the pro
grant pros ides .1c
and
personal growth through the balance of a strong liberal arts
program with a full co t two.

ulai anti residential lilt expetience Students must complete
an application and compete
with others front across the
state Those selected attend the
program free of charge. CCHS
had 10 students selected. The
other CCHS student. are studying at Centre College and Morehead State Unisersity.
Eliter'• area of focus during the program has been International Relation. She is the
daughter of Rose and Bill Elder.
While attending CCHS, Elder
is invoked with Laker Band.
Acadeinic Team. Beta Club.
National Science Honor Society. Girl Scouts, World Lanpiagc Club, Student Council
and tennis learn She is a mem-
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ber of'Who's Who Among High
School Students.' She is an
active member of St. Leo
C'atholic Church.
Lowe has been studying
Healthcare as her focus area.
She is the daughter of Cindy
and Rodney Lowe. Lowe is
involved with Varsity Cheerleading. Beta Club, FCA,
EBLA. World Language Club
and the National Science Honor
Society She is a member of
'Who's Who Among High
School Students'. She as a graduate of Leadership Tomorrow
and has been a delegate of the
Kentucky Youth Assembly. She
us co-editor of the CCHS Laker
Yearbook and a member of
Glendale Road Church of
Chnst
Johnston's area of focus has
been Psychology Janene is the
daughter of Karla and Tim Johnston While attending CCHS.
Johnston is Involved with Laker
Band, World Language Club.
Beta Club, National Science
Honor Society, FCA, United
States Pony Club and Girls
Scouts She has also performed
with Drumwen and InterMix
percussion ensembles
Tonak's focus area while
attending was Business and
Economics. Torsak is the daughter of Nyle Torsak and Dale
Toriak. She is involved with
Lady Lakers Vanity soccer,
FtA. FBLA. Pep Club, World
Language Club, Beta Club, Student Council and the Future
Educators of America She also
participates in Murray State
University's Upward Bound
Proltram.

Murray Calloway County Soccer Association will have registration today from 5 to 8 p.m. at the Calloway Public Library.
This will be the last date for on site registration. Online registration is available until July 22 at www.beecrek.org. After
July 22 a late registration fee will apply and registration will
only be allowed at the discretion of the registrar.

Coon Club Youth Hunt Friday
Twin Lakes Coon Club will have its annual youth hunt on
Friday. The hunt is free and open to everyone 16 years old
and under. Hunters should meet at the club, located east of
Hardin off Ky. Highway 402. Registration deadline is 6 p.m.
A trophy will be given to the winner.

4-H Campers arrive home today
The I I() 4-H campers, along with seven adult leaders, nine
team leaders and Gunny Harper. Calloway County 4-H agent,
will arnve home on Thursday at 5:45 p.m. from the week's
camp at Dawson Springs. Also at the camp are 4-Hers from
Warren. Webster and Livingston counties.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous. a Christ-centered addictions program.
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Shriners sponsor Bingo
Murray Shnners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
p.m. at the Shrine Club facility. Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities

Soccer association, plans tryouts
Murray Calloway County Soccer Association (MCCSA will
conduct Under 14 age group soccer tryouts today at 5 and
Saturday at 9 a.m. at the Bee Creek Soccer complex, located
behind Applebee's Anyone who was born after Aug. 1, 1993
and is now 12 or 13 years of age will be accepted for a
tryout/assessment. All participants will furnish a ball. arnve dressed
with cleats and shin guards, and a drink. For more information call Marshall Ward at 767-0398 or 293-904).

Barnett family reunion Saturday
The reunion of the family of John and Pocahuntas Barnett
will be Saturday from 10 a.m. to 2 pm at the Hazel Community Center. Hazel A basket dinner will be served All relatives and fnencis are invited. For more information call Ben
Junior Garland at 753-1915.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray -Calloway County Hospital will
officer diabetes screenings. blcxxl pressure and pulse checks
today from 12:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. at First United Methodist
Church. Murray(

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will inert each Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St.. Murray. nest to St.
John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1877-447-2004.
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After a 17-year stint, Carr leaves post
TIGERS'AD
RETIRES AFTER
NEARLY TWO
DECADES IN
MURRAY SCHOOL
' SYSTEM

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
f.or the first time in nearly
two decades,
there will be a
vacancy in the
athletics
director's
chair
at
Murray High
School.
Tiger Al)

David Can is leaving the post,
and his teaching position at
MHS, after 17 years after submitting his retirement to
Murray Independent Schools
Superintendent Bob Rogers.
"It's been 17 years, and I've
really enjoyed it," Can said
Wednesday. "I've gotten the
opportunity to have an impact
on a lot of kids' lives.
"I want to thank the five

superintendents and the four
prinicipals, and all the coaches,
I've worked with. Without
them, I couldn't have done (the
job)," he added.
According to Rogers, Can
informed the Murray Board of
Education of his decision "a
couple of weeks ago."
The school system, Rogers
said, plans to divide Cares
duties among administrators

and staff members at Murray
High.
"We won't have a full-time
athletics director this year,"
Rogers
noted.
"(MHS
Principal) Mrs. (Teresa) Speed
and the athletics staff there will
take care of that.
-Of course, the principal is
ultimately responsible for the
athletics department, but we'll
all work together to fill these

dunes," he added.
After a 90-day waiting period required by the state's retirement laws. Rogers said Can
could be re-hired on a part-wise
basis to assist the school's athletics department. A decision on
that possibility, however, has
yet to be made.
"I will look at it and see if
there are some things he can
III See CARR, 2B

ST. LOUIS 6, FLORIDA 0
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WELLS,PERCIVAL
SHUT OUT MARLINS
MIAMI (AP) — Kip Wells grinned, pumped his fist
and sprinted to the dugout. He hadn't won yet — he had
only completed a hitless first inning.
There hasn't been much for him to celebrate lately, so
he tried to soak in the moment, not knowing how long it
would last.
As it turned out, he lasted eight innings, allowing only
two hits to help the St. Louis Cardinals beat the Florida
Marlins 6-0 Wednesday night.
Wells (4-12) struck out four and walked two to win for
the first time since he threw two shutout innings in relief
against Kansas City on June 20. It was his first win in a
start since he beat Pittsburgh on May 23.
"People will kind of wonder how can pump your fist
after the first inning," Wells said. -That's what happens
after my previous starts."
Juan Encarnacion went 3-for-4 with three RBIs, and So
Taguchi added two hits and two RBIs for the Cardinals,
who chased struggling Florida starter Dontrelle Willis in
the fourth. Albert Pujols also had two hits and drove in a
run.
The outing was the longest of the season for Wells, who
lowered his ERA from 6.25 to 5.75. He's tied for the major
league lead in losses and had failed to win his previous sir
starts, but looked sharp against Florida.
"He was fooling hitters all night," Cardinals catcher
Yadier Molina said. "This game is going to bring his confidence back."
Troy Percival worked a scoreless ninth to complete a
three-hitter.
Josh Willingham singled in the second and Miguel
Cabrera doubled in the fourth and singled in the ninth for
the Marlins' only hits. Florida was shut out at home for the
first time this season.
Wells retired only three batters in his previous start, but
said he has felt good in recent outings despite the winless
streak.
"I can pitch as good as I want, but it comes down to
results," Wells said.
Willis (7-9) was charged with six runs and 11 hits in
three-plus innings, and drew a smattering of boos from the
home crowd for the second straight outing. He hasn't won
in his past nine starts, the longest winless streak of his
career. Willis' last win came May 29 and he hasn't won at
home since April 23, going 0-6 at Dolphin Stadium since.
Excluding two starts where Willis left early due to
injuries, the three-inning stint was his shortest since getting only seven outs against the Philadelphia Phillies last
July 29. His ERA rose to 5.13.
"I'm working hard," Willis said. "I'm leaving my heart
on the field. If they boo or not, 1 don't have anything to
hold my head down about. I can look in the mirror."
Marlins manager Fredi Gonzalez said he can't afford
for the team to have Willis miss a start. Gonzalez also said
the left-hander is healthy — it's Willis' pitching that's not.
"We've got to get him right," Gonzalez said.
"Obviously he's not right, whether it's his mechanics or
whatever it may be."

ALASTAIR GRANT / AP

Tiger Woods plays from a bunker near the No, 8 green during the first round of the British Open Golf Championship at
Carnoustie, Scotland, Thursday.

TIGER GOES FOR THREE-PEAT AT DAMP, DREARY BRITISH OPEN
CARNOUSTIE. Scotland (API --- Between
shots. Tiger Woods looked as though he was on
his way to pop a casserole in the oven. When
he took off his oversized gloves, he warmed
right up to chilly Carnoustie.
Woods got off to a strong start Thursday in
his quest for a third straight British Open title,
shooting a 1-under 33 before the turn to put
himself near the top of the leaderboard on a
dreary morning along the North Sea.
Ireland's Paul McGinley birdied four of the
first seven holes to claim the early lead, while
2005 U.S. Open champion Michael Campbell
of New Zealand and South Korea's K.J. Choi,
who's won twice on the PGA Tour this year,
were in contention.
Choi shot a 2-under 69, even with a pair of
bogeys coming down the brutal finishing
stretch. Campbell matched Woods with a 33 on
the front side and held at 3 under with only the
1 lith hole to play
Fredrik Andersson lied of Sweden was at 3
under while still working through the front
side, his score bolstered by an eagle at No. 6.
Woods. seeking his fourth Open champi-

onship overall and 13th major title, birdied No. let out a big exhale. Yep, he could see his
3 to get into the red, then made an eagle at the breath.
par-5 sixth. He waved his putter to the cheenng
Of course, after the searing heat of Royal St.
gallery after the ball dipped into the cup on the George's in 2003 and the sun-baked fairways
578-yard hole known as Hogan's Alley.
of Royal Liverpool a year ago. this was more
Choi. coming off wins at the Memorial and like a British Open. Butch Harmon watched the
AT&T National, birdied four of the first six early starters tee off from the second-floor
winholes, his only slip-up on the outgoing stretch dow of his
hotel room.
coming at the seventh when he missed a sharp"It's the skybox," the coaching guru
breaking putt from about 3 feet to save par.
quipped.
McGinley also took advantage of conditions
Woods, his new daughter back home in
that looked ugly but were primed for going
Florida. was trying to become the first golfer in
low.
Morning showers softened up the greens. more than a half-century to pull off an Open
The breeze whipping in off the North Sea was- three-peat. Peter Thomson claimed the claret
n't too imposing. And the knee-high rough that jug from 1954-56. and only three others have
made things so tough in 1999— the last time a won three straight years in a championship that
British Open was held at "Car-Nasty" -- was dates to !MO.
Thomson, who won five times overall and
shaved down this time around.
The only thing to complain about was the was runner-up on three other occasions,
temperature. struggling to break 50 degrees in expects Woods to be posing with the trophy
come Sunday.
what passes for summer in Scotland.
"He has a chance to win eight in a row." said
As he stepped up to the first tee. John
Rollins blew into his hand, trying to keep it the revered Aussie, now a member of the Royal
warm. Then. as he sized up his second shot. he & Ancient. "If I could do it, surely he could."

LYNNE SLAW( Al'
St Louis pitcher Kip Wells throws in the first inning

against the Marlins at Dolphin Stadium in OarnI
Wednesday
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Local dirt bike racer Toby Kimbro has qualified for the Air Nautiques/AMA Amateur
National Motocross Championships, which will be held at the end of this month at
Loretta Lynn's Dude Ranch in Hurricane Mills, Tenn

Kimbro will compete at National
Motocross Championships
Jilt hike racer I% slilu 1
Ildin inali.. haftiptonship later this

‘.Ii have spent the last four months attellipong
to qualify for the event, which has been won by
month
several of America's top professional
On July 10, Toby Kimbot will he Among motocross riders in past years. The top finishlust I.386 faker5 Ili try for the national title ers in area and regional qualifying races earn
when the Air Nautiques/AMA Amateur :births in the national championship race.
!National Motocross Championships begin At
At last year's race. winner Josh Hill from
Loretta Lynn's Dude Ranch in Hurricane Mill.. Yoncalla. Ore.. was handed a six-figure profesTenn,
sional contract from the Factory of Yamaha
kunbro. M. is one of user 211.0110 racers tat mg team tor his pesrfonmassee.
I iitosal
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From Page 16
help us with," Rogers explained.
"Mr. Can has been with us for a
long time, and he's done an
excellent job with our athletics
department."
"Hopefully, I can still be
involved in some way," said
Carr. "I still feel like a can contribute a little while longer."
Can concludes his tenure as
AD — at least in a full-time
capacity — after serving Murray
High in VithOUS capacities over
the last 17 years.
In addition to serving as an
assistant baseball and football
coach, he also spent 12 of those
years as the Lady Tigers head
softball coach, helping MHS
with the transition from the slowpitch to the fast-pitch style of
play.
A 1967 Murray State
University graduate and a 23year Army veteran. Carr also
presided over the additions of
girl's soccer, volleyball and cross
country as varsity sports at MHS.
AS well as witnessing the effects
of Title IX legislation on the
school's athletics programs.
"Because of Title IX,there are
a lot more opportunities for
female athletes now," he said.
Murray High hat, also upgraded and added to its athletics facilities under the guidance of Can,
In addition to the recent renovations at Ty Holland Stadium,
MHS has transformed land adjacent to the school into new facilities for the boys' and girls' soccer teams and the softball team.
"It's a lot easier now to have
kids just walk out of the building
(and onto the fields)," he said.
"Without the support we've gotten, we would never be where we
are today."
Murray's teams have also
expenenced a wealth of success
on those fields and courts.
Carr's tenure coincided with
Rick Fisher's successful 12-year
run as the Tigers' head football
coach, which included perhaps
the most difficult on-field expenence- of ('an's career AS athletics
director.
In 1994, Murray High
advanced all the way to the Class
A state championship game in
Louisville, where if faced off
against perennial powerhouse
Beechwtxxl. The game ended in
controversy, as the Tigers settled
for the runner-up trophy after a
disputed referee's call
"That's probably the hardest
thing I've had to deal with, as far
as anything that's happened on
the field.- he claimed. "The referee just blew it."
The Lady Tiger basketball
team has also expenenced great
amounts of success under coach
Rechelle Turner, as have the
baseball team, the boys' and
girls' soccer squads and the track
and field units.
"We've been fortunate to have
had very good, competitive
teams in almost everything
we've done." said Carr. "It's hard
year in and year out for a school
our size to compete. But, for the
most pan, we've been really successful.
"I'd like to see us continue to
do things well that we've done
well in the past and continue to
offer kids an opportunity to compete in es ery sport."
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can,
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Amencan League Standings
Nalkinal Lamm Standings
Ail Times CDT
Al Thirds CDT
East Division
East Division
W L Pci GB
W L Pet GB
New Yogi,
Boston
52 42 553
56 38 596 -—
Atlanta
7
48 44 522
50 45 526 2 1/2
New York
Ptxladelphua
47 47 500
45 49 479 11
5
Toronto
14
Florida
Baltimore
42 52 447
45 50 474 7 112
Washington
13
Tampa Bay
37 56 39818 12
39 55 415
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
53 41 504
Chicago
49 44 527 31/2
Si Louis
43 48 473 8 1/2
PMsburgti
40 54 426
13
Cincinnati
40 55 42113 1/2
Houston
40 55 42113 1/2
West Division
W
&Pct GB
Los Angeles
54 41 568
—
San Diego
1
52 41559
Arizona
50 46 521 41/2
Colorado
48 48 511 51/2
San Francisco
39 53 42413 1/2
Milwaukee

Wednesday's Games
Colorado 5 Pittsburgh 3
Cincinnati 5 Atlanta 4 15 innings
Washington 7. Houston 6
Chicago Cubs 12, San Francisco 1
LA Dodgers 5, Philadelphia 4
Si Louis 6 Florida 0
Arizona 5, Milwaukee 2
San Diego 5 N S Mets 4

Thursday's Games
Anzona It. Hernandez 5-5) at
Milwaukee (Gea(clo 1-1). 1 05 pm
Sim Francisco(Moms 7-5) at Chicago
Cubs (Lilly 9-4 1 20 p m
Cocrinati (Belisle 5-6) at Flonda (Mare
4-4) 605pm

Colorado (Jimenez 0-01 at Washington
(Chico 4-6) 605 pm
St Louis (Marqtb 5-4) at Atlanta
(T Hudson 9-51 6 35 p
Philadelphia (flamers 11-4) at San
Diego (Young 8-31 905 pro
N V Mets (Glavine 8-8) at L A Dodgers
(Lowe 8-81 9 10 p m

Friday's Games
Anzona (Webb 8-7) at Chicago Cubs
Marquis 6-5) 1 20PIT1
Cincinnati (Lolls' 5-11) at Florida
(Olsen 7-7), 6 os pm
Houston (Oswalt 8-61 at Prttsburgh
(Gorzelanny 9-4) 6 05 p m
Colorado (Cook 5-61 at Washington
(Sirriontacch, 6-7, 6 05 p m
Si Louis (Wainwright 8-7) at Atlanta
(James 8-7) 6 35 p m
San Francisco (Lowry 9-7) at
Malwaulise (Suppan 8-8) 705 pm
Philadelphia (Eaton 8-6) at San Diego
(Germano 8-31 905 pm
N V Mets(0 Perez 8-6) al L A
Dodgers(Tomko 2-7) 9 40 p m

Central Derision
W
L Pct

GB

56 38 609
55 30 585

Detroit

Cleveland

-

2
49 45 521
8
42 Si 45214 1/2
41 53 436
16
West Division
LPct GO
W
Los Anodes
55 38 591
Seattle
53 39 576 11/2
Oakland
11
45 50 474
41 53 43814 1r2
Texas
Minnesota
Chicago
Kansas City

Wsdneedity's Games
Chicago White Sox 5 Cleveland
Deland 6. Texas 0
Kansas city 6. Boston 5

1

N Y Yankees 6. Toronto 1
Tampa Bay 7. L A Angels 2
Detroit 3, Minnesota 2

Seattle 6. Baltimore 5
Thursday's Games
LA Angels (Escobar 10-31 at Tampa
Bay (Sonnanstme 1-4), 11 10 a m
Toronto (McGowan 5-5) at N Y
Yankees (Wang 10-4), 12.06 p m
Detroit (Boriderman 10-1) at Minnesota
(Baker 4-3). 12 10 p.m
Chicago White Sox (Vazquez 6-5) at
Boston (Matsuzaka 11-6), 6 05 p m
Cleveland (Sabathw 12-4) at Texas
(L.O• 5-7). 735 pm

Friday's Games
Kansas City (mech. 6-61 at Devon
(Rogers 3-11, 6 05 pm
Chicago White Sox (Contreras 5-11) at
Boston (Beckett 12-3). 6 05 p m
Tampa Bay (Jackson 1-9) at NY
Yankees (Mussana 4-8). 8 OS P m
Seattle (Batista 9-7) at Toronto (Litsch
2-3). 8 07 p m
LA Angels (Lackey 12-5) at Minnesota
(Siva 7-10). 7 10 p m
Cleveland (Carmona 11-41 at Texas
(McCarthy 4-6) 7 35 pm
Baltimore (Bedard 8-4) at Oakland
(Stanton 8-6i 905 pm

SportsBriefs
VI Calloway County Middle School's softball team will hold tryouts
Aug 9-10 from 330 to 5 p m. both days at Lady Laker Field For more
information, contact James Pigg at 759-2145.

LITTLE LEAGUE WORLD SERIF'

Errors lead to Bucs
demise at AAYBA
Staff Report
The Murray 10-under Bucs
were defeated 8-3 in action
Wednesday morning at the
AAY BA World Series when the
Pendelton (Mo.) Arabians took
advantage of several BlICS. BrasLues.
The Bucs outhit the Arabians
6-5 and were led in hitting by
C.J. Lang with two hits, Davis
Mills with a double, and
Matthew Higgins. Tanner Foster
and Jacob Oldham with RBI singles. Andrew Sweeney had three
steals in the losing effort

Chandler Rogers was the
starting pitcher with his battery
mate Matthew Winder. Rogers
suffered the loss and gave way
to Adam Lamkin in the fourth
inning.
The Bucs continue in action
today in the losers' bracket at 9
a.m.., when they meet the
Lincoln (Neb.) Rebels, a team
who they defeated in pool play
on Sunday 4-3.
The Rues head into the weekend semi-finals Friday, with the
tournament concluding on
Saturday.

TENNESSEE HOOPS
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UT extends Pearl's contract through 2013
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KNOXVILLE. Tenn (AP)
— Coach Bruce Pearl has
agreed in principle to a one-year
contract extension that will keep
him at Tennessee through 2011
and increase his compensation
package to $1.3 million this
year.
The 47-year-old Pearl has
res tved the Volunteers' men's
basketball program with showmanship - including his hnght
orange blarers
unbounded
enthusiasm and winning since
his AM% al two years ago
The Vol% have reached the
NCAA tournament twice in as
many years, appearing in the
round of 16 this past season after
a 24-11 regular season and second-place finish in the SE('
"Not only is Coach Pearl one
of the very best coaches in the
nation. hut more importantly he

has become a great ambassador
for our university during his
tenure," Tennessee President
John Petersen said in a statement
Pearl was scheduled to get a
S100.000 raise to $1.2 million
next season under his old contract. Now. he will get an additional $1000.10. Scheduled raises in future years will take him
to $1.7 million in 2011-12.
His base salary will rise from
534)0.000 to $32.5,000 next year.
He also will get $400,000 for
radio and television commitments. a 5375,000 equipment
fee and a $200,(10)endorsement
fee
Pearl thanked the administration, his stall and players and
-Tennessee tans everywhere for
the support they have shown our
team "

That support has been strong
enough to justify a $20 million
renovation of Thompson-Boling
Arena and construction of a Slb
million basketball practice facility.
"The University of Tennessee
has so much to offer — from
great academic programs to
incredible athletic resources to
the most passionate fans an the
country." Pearl said in a statement. "1 look forward to being
the men's basketball coach at
Tennessee for many more
years."
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or
• Fax: 753-1927
p.m.
a.m.-5
7:30
day
Monday-Fri
Hours:
Office
Ave.
r stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell
immmigiaimis

CZNip OWN

Log
MIN

,11)N ERTISIN(; SALES

PUBILIC AUCTION

STEN I N IDNIER
I

Interested applicants must apply by
be
resume only: inters list's
granted to qualified applicants
%FIER resumes are re% less ed.
tbsolutely no on-the-spot
inter% ieus Still be conducted.

753-1752
i\ 1

1,11,

IN1 \If

f

is •

.ve pilaw:cALLs I'LL.
CALLOWAY Co Fire
Rescure Inc. is accepting sealed bids on 2
surplus trucks. 1)1984
Chevy C70 series truck
with 1.800gal tank.
5-speed gas engine,

A child needs you!
Become a foster parent, up to $36/day.
WKUMFS
270-443-9004

1GBL7DE9EV100994
(red lights stay on truck
only if sold to a Fire
Dept.)
70
FL
2)1996
Diesel
Freightliner
Automatic Truck is
wrecked with salvage
Vin
title
1 FV3HFAC4VH85236
; 5
Trucks can be viewed
at 101 East Sycamore
St. For more info can
call 753-4112
Sealed bids must be
received by 7125/07
Send bids to Calloway
Co. Fire-Rescue P.O.
Box 612 Murray. KY
42071
CCFFI has the right to
reiect any and all bids

ACCOUNTANT
Local CPA firm with
offices in Jackson and
Pans in need of qualified team members for
staff
level
senior
Qualified applicants will
be involved in accounting and auditing issues
for various clients and
in business and individual tax preparation and
planning. 2 years experience and Bachelors
Degree in accounting
or foreign equivalent.
CPA preferred. FullCompetitive
time
salary and fringe benefits. Resume only to
Cowart, Sargent
Webb, CPAs. 367A North Parkway, Suite
1, Jackson, TN 38305

Due to the
non-payment of
rent, a
PUBLIC AUCTION
veil be held on
Saturday
July 21 at
9AM
AAA Mini Storage
1502 Diuguid Dr.
Units: 21. 22, 23,
84, 103, 107,
112,121

FREELANCE
Photography.
Fwnillee, weddings,
reuntons.
270-210-4173
HAZEL Storage will
sell contents of units 6
87 on Monday 7/23107
Contents will be sold
by a pnvate NW at
9 00am
LISA'S Turbo Tanning
in Mayfield has 2

booths for rent $50.00
week each (270)24713006 or 705-1521
ROUND burgers, no
square fish. Sandra
D's. SSE 293-3618

SPORTABLE
Scoreboards has a day
shift, entry-level production position available. This full time
position requires: the
use of small hand tools.
such as drills and nvet
guns: the ability to read
and follow a wiring
schematic, the installation of pre-assembled
electronic components.
wiring harnesses and
digit display systems
Our assemblers test
and approve the quality
of the final product
Our culture is one ')! •
environmpr •
team
made up of individual
employees who are
self-motivated, with a
high standard for quality and who are able to
think for themselves
Sportabie Scoreboard,
offers a competitive
wage and benefit package, including heart,insurance. paid vaca
hon. paid holidays and
a Simple IRA plan
If you are career-onented and would like to
of
part
become
team,
Sportable's
email resume to *or
complete an applica•
bon at. 106 Max Hurt
DON.. Murray
FEMALE student in

THE Murray Ledger 8 wheelchair looking for
Times considers its a personal ears attensources reliable, but dant. Duties include
maccuracies do occur Assistance with showReaders using this er, dressing, errands.
information do so at sic. Must be flexible
thee own risk Although
persons and compsnos mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray

Ledger 6 Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

have clean driving
record Some travel
required Eiq:serience
preferred but will train
right person Please
send resume to: PCA
23267.
Box
P.O
Owensboro KY 42304
Of
Mahan)0yah00

e-mail

corn

DISCLAIMER

Care Coordinators.

Neon Beach Mini Storage
812 Whitnell Ave
Friday, July 20, 2007 • 6.00 p.m
Units to be sold are 82, 869, 870, 8100, E28. E38.
F9 and CA1 1 due to non-payment

(I \
•
II \I'll 1:\
( 1:1\11\ \I 1)111 \\I
I I 1
1)1\
l'10 ii

Nip Ititried

Call
AFTER Hours
Center is now hinng for
PART-TIME Patten

‘dvertising Saks Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-1.
Murray. 10'42071
"1.1)1PluS LI
"(1.1111 ()M"1111111

Now hiring an outgoing, energetic individual with a background in outside sales to
service existing clients and expand advertiser base for new regional publication.
Individual must possess excellent oral, written and interpersonal communication skills
and be goal oriented.
This full-time position includes health &
dental benefits, paid vacation, and salary
plus commission. Salary will be based on
experience.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-T
Murray, KY 42071

Immediate opening for
an orthopedic surgical
technician to assist in a
very busy orthopedic
practice. Job requirements
would include first and
second assisting in surgery,
surgery scheduling, and
assisting in office
procedures. The candidate
should have a knowledge
of sterile technique and
experience in surgical
assisting.

PCCs are responsible
for processing incoming calls from patients
and locations during
non-business hours.
Experience in medical
field and administrative
record management
not
preferred, but
required. Strong customer service background preferred. Part
time hours of 20 to 30
hours per week will be
during
scheduled
evenings, nights and
weekends.
Pulmo Dose Pharmacy
is now hinng for a FullWarehouse
Time
Lead. The Warehouse
Lead is responsible for
assisting in warehouse
operations and responsibilities as necessary
Warehouse
per
Manager's delegation.
Experience in mainteand
nance
shipping/receiving is
required. Ability to multitask and manage time
will be qualities of our
successful candidate.
Pulmo Dose Pharmacy
seeking
is
certified/licensed

join our clinical team.
RTs are responsible for
providing telephonic
support regarding respire tor y
equipment/supplies
within their clinical
expertise and education to field staff, referral sources, patients
care-givers
and
Schedule may include
nights and/or weekends.
All positions require
minimum educational
background of high
school diploma or GED
Please
equivalent.
deliver or mail your
resume to 120 Max
Hurt Drive Murray, KY
to
email
Of
elizabeth cain@ rotech.
corn. We are an Equal
Opportunity Employer.
of
BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions: Full-time LPN
We otter competitive
wages and an excellent
benefit package. Must
be licensed in the State
of Kentucky. Apply in
person at Bntthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOEJAAE NO PHONE

CALLS Pt FASE
Please forward resume,
credentials and references to
1015 Kelley Dr.
Suite 200

Paris, TN 38242
or Fax (731)642-8679

verizpn wireless
Aufharved FAINAL

Store Manager
Verizon
Cellular.
American
Wireless' largest authorized
retailer in Tennessee is looking
for ambitious, articulate, and
experienced store manager for
their Benton. KY location to represent the best products, network
and programs in the communication industry. Communication and
negotiation skills plus customer
service, marketing and sales
experience a must Commissionbased positions with top financial
potential. Excellent compensation plan and medical benefits.

Send resume to:
joIllsaamericancollular.not

CHILD care center
seeking experienced
help. Afternoons and
day shift available.
Apply in person at
1406-B N. 12th St,
Murray.

ATTENTION
ALL CNA'SI
You decide when
to work"
Starting pay
$12.50-514.50 Fir
Work in Cadiz area

$250 Sign On
Bonus'
Plus Much More'
('dl Now:
800-883-9235
ext. 5
Ask For Sabrina
MURRAY Real Estate
Auction
or
Sales
16.
July
License
4
class
August
Registration 7/13/07
12PM-2PM & 7/16/137
at
5PM-5 30PM
of
Chamber
Commerce 2702230789/ 270-647-1972
deloiseadams0 yahoo
corn

When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on ow classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us it you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

Help Wailed
NOW taking applications tor all positions
and all shifts. Apply
in person at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

1505 Diuguld Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

PART time help needed at Charlie's Antique
Mall Must be available
to work weekends
Apply in person, 303
Main Street, Hazel,

Practical Dental
Assisting
We are now accepting
registration for the
class which begins
Sept. 8, 2007.
You will be trained on
11
for
Saturdays
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present job
while you gain skills for
Foster
ENJOY
a rewarding career.
reward
Parenting.
Most dental assistants
yourself by making a
have evenings, weekdifference. Call 1-866ends, and holidays off.
30-NECCO
For more information
and registration forms,
EXPERIENCED lead
websae
our
visit
carpenters. Two needwww.bohledental.com
ed: tools and transoffice
required. or call our
portation
Dr. Charles Bohle
Calhoon Construction,
LLC. Contact Casey 270-442-0256
Financing Available
Parker-Bell 761-6790
Enrollment is Limited!

Respiratory
Therapists and RNs to

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

060

060

HELP WANTED
Part/Full time 3 shifts
daily 7 days a week
S9hr after paid
training + Benefits
Contact us now!
1468-974-JOBS or
verew.1888474fobscom
HUMANE Society of
Marshall County is
seeking a part-time
worker.
kennel
Office/computer experience and good communication skills a
plus. Apply at Lakeland
Animal Hospital, 2044
U.S. Highway 641N,
Benton, KY
INSURANCE
Customer Service Westem KY and
Northwestern TN Rapidly expanding
insurance agency
needs new customer
service representatives. Duties include
commercial and personal line insurance
customer service.
Salary based on
experience. P&C and
Life license a plus but
not mandatory for the
right candidate. Office
and training provided.

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

150
Wont to Buy
Looking to buy 5-20
acres of wooded land,
suitable to build a
home on, with road
the
in
access
Northwest side of
Calloway County.
call 270-293-6572 or
270-474-0623

RECEPTIONIST SALES CLERK needed three to five days
per week. Apply in person at Stone-Lang
Medical, 210 South
on
Street,
12th
Monday. Wednesday,
or Friday.
RN or LPN needed for
busy medical practice.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 1040-X, Murray.
KY 42071
090
Domestic 4 Childcare
CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses. I have
20 years experience.
270-759-9553
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129

150
Articles
For Mk

LOCAL construction
business seeks office
manager Job duties
include filing. data
marketing.
entry,
AP/AR, basic office
Checkbooks
duties
Pro/Premier. Jobpower
or similar accounting
software/Microsoft
experience
Office
required. Pay commensurate with qualifications and experience
Call 761-9372
NAIL Technician needed, experience preferred. Send resume to
PO. Box 1040-0
Murray, KY 42071
NEED Babysitler
Mon-Fn
8 30AM-4 OOPM
(270)226-8020

DISH Network Satellite
Systems - Everyone
qualifies! Plasma &
LCD TVs, home entertainment centers, TV
carts, surround sound,
coax, HDMI & component cables. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
506-J N. 12th St. 7590901
STRAW for sale, $2.50
bale. 489-2436. 11 no
answer, leave message.
Surplus Sales - Ky's
Largest Liguidators of
Pre -finished hardwood flooring ($1.79
sq ft), Laminate ($.69
sq ft), Tile (.59 sq ft) 270-443-4590

1 ct. T.W. ppf o/c nng,
size 7, $995. Sapphire
& diamond bracelet,
$250. 436-5367

of
loads
Truck
Laminate flooring in
stock. 5.69 per sq. ft.
270-443-4590

Ceramic tile by the box
or by the pallet $ 59
sq ft and up Large
quantities available
270-443-4590

Appliances

prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

Don't overpay for your
re-modeling! Laminate
flooring, Ceramic tile,
Pre-finished hardwood
and more. Ky's
Largest Liquidator
270-443-4590

On the Square Murray

(270)753-1713

KITCHEN table with
leaf and 6 chairs. Doll
Compute
cabinet.
table with hutch. 7671878

EBAY Auction. We sell
all different items. Call
270-804-3806

20
Computers

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs

759.3556

ANTIQUES Call Larry

FRESH Home Grown
Vegetables. Purple hull
&
shelled
peas,
unshelled. Must other
vegetables grown in
garden. Call James
Sills 227-2162

fixable cars trucks
vans, tractors farm &
construction
equipment ATVs
campers motorhomes
trailers almost anything 270-970-1010
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges.
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners,
heaters. Used carpeting 753-4109

WE NEED
GRADE
SAWLOGS!!
Fox Hardwood, LL('
is now buying all
species of hardwood

couch,
MATCHING
chair & loveseat. Light
blue with rust. $350
OBO. 270-753-7581
180

lown I Gybe
Calloway County
UNUSED, brand new
•ictorial History & 6HP Craftsman hiFamily History
Books
759-4938
753-2350

lawn
push
wheel
mower with extended
until
warranty
2009
September
$200. 227-1830

Pre-finished
hardwood flooring
$1.79 sq ft.
270-443-4590
MOVING
Must sell all household
759-9046
furniture
436-5258

YARD Machines riding
mower. 211-IP Briggs &
Stratton engine, 46"
deck, 3 years old, used
very little, $900 OBO
270-314-8551

753 3611

sawlogs at the old
Customer
NEEDED
Service Representative
PeCO Displays is looking for a professional
individual with excellent phone and sales
skills Duties include
sales, service, and
shipping of customer
orders. Send resume
and 2-references to
Peco Displays. PO
Box 363, Murray. KY
e•maii
or
42071
info0woo/Tx-torte cc
rn

SATELUTES

07 Hot tub, brand new
in package, 6-7 person.
lots of jets, digital,
oscillator, water fall,
cover, retail 57.300,
$3,600.
sell
must
(573)300-1031

I BUY running or
Please Reply to
Nationwide Insurancr.
201 North 5th Street
Murray, KY 42071

Arline

For MN

In

OAK Blue cloth couch
& matching loveseat
plus table & 4/chairs
$200.00. Tan Couch
$75.00. 94 G.P.
Pontiac, 2-dr/161,000
miles, runs perfect, air
condition $1,500. Call
753-8173 Cell: 2934392

MASSEY Ferguson
35. good condition.
$2.500. Call 293-0228
or 753-9328
220
SNOW

PARTS & service
Keith's Lawn & tractor
759-9831

2
GAMES Now sold/traded at Wood Electronics

piano
BALDWIN
10
Approximately
years old. Excellent
condition. $750.
293-2544 Of 767-9740

PLAYSTAT1ON 1 &

on the Court Square.
Huge Selection, Great
Pnces! 753-0530

1993 Southern 2 BR 2
BA Riviera Courts e66
(270)978-0723

Aventt Mill site at
Cadiz, KY.
For information call
Richard at

270-350-1317

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGI
'All Size Units
Available
*Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853

CLASSIFIEDS

41i • 1 buraday, July 19, 2097

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, July 21, 2007•10 a.m.
Prom Murray, KY take 641 North to Hwy. 80. Follow Hwy.80
to Hwy. 1346, see auction sign. Follow 1346 across Hwy.94
East. Follow 1346 to auction. Signs posted.
Mr. Jim Harris is retiring from carpenter work.
12- Craftsman table sass honk pi/As - roof jacks - nice door knobs &
closer - drywall stills - carpenter toots - new & used lumber new shower stalls
rolo tiller - water transfer pumper/hose
wheelbarrow C'raftstival lawn mower - nevi plumbing & ries:Ince''terns - folding tables
- work bibles - new trailer axle - lawn edger- 2 metal scaffold sets - step
ladders oak lumber has been planed - new MSC. vinyl siding - new electric conduct - plaster mixer - new nails - industrial shaper - electrical boxes
• conduit benders - Porto cable electric hack saw - new floor tile - Porto
ovi el sets - he of trim crown & molding - electric light fixtures - bicyck
• 2 wheel cans - window fans - straight shaft line trimmer - brass trim
shower doors - wet/dry vacuum- 20' alununum box for storage - collection of old pocket knives - stereo- table & chairs - Coke glasses - new
lights- baby doll & clothes- oak table - set of twin beds - Coleman lantern
- fish cooker- storage cabinet -knee hole desk - entertainment center Duncan Phy le lamp table - lsookshelt - nice nurror on stand - lamp table wood Ilk cabinet - 4 drawer file cabinet - old antique dresser w/bevel mirror - old sanity whiurror - sewing machine cabinet - bar stool - 10"
Craftsman radial arm saw - 1.600 power washer - brass boat propeller furniture chimps - shop vise - hand saws - pipe wrenches - 5 sets of golf
s tubs tool belts - 4'level • metal 2 door cabinet - sheetrock finishing tools
assortment tool boxes & tools - new masonry tools - sheetrock - some
gutters Alf nailer - metal detector - new 'franc split unit air conditioner lot of desk & table glass tops - fishing equipment - 40 h.p. Evinrude - 20
Ii p Johnson - hand & yard tools & touch more
Nei responsible for accidents. Lunch available.
For more information call 435-4144.

DAN MILLER 435-4144. DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TERRY D. PASCHALL 767-9223 AUCTIONEERS
KY & Tenn 41281 Firm 2333
My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays

Licensed & Bonded in

MOVING LIQUIDATION AUCTION
Saturday, July 21st, 2007
Starting at 9:00 a.m.
1304 Kirkwood, Murray, KY

HATCHETT REAL ESTATE & AUCTION
C K. HATCHETT, BROKER & AUCTIONEER
BENTON, KY 42025(270) 527-2044
www.hatcharbviestadeandauctIon.com
.,kkicemikrits made day of sale lake PrOPC•denOS over as ai.ki-used

Homes Far Sais
_
OWNER
FINANCE
98 38R 213A $5,000
clown $645 month I
acre Murray area
753-1011
1999 14010
Buccaneer ntobde
home with washer a
dryer, stove & ref
$9.000 (731)641-1328
731)641-6444
200
- 9 Clayton 1111x88
Vinyl siding. 38R 28A.
like new 270-489-2525

M

ama Fister

2BR duplex
C/H/A. appliances furnished Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898
26R near MSU. CM/A.
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898
30R 2BA duplex, fire
place, dining room
Coleman RE 753-9898
413/4 2BA. all am*
11111:1111, central 1-tiA
Coleman RE 753-9896

LARGE 11IR with
Ft.--EETWOOD 14x70, walk-in Valls,located
new appliances with on campus behind
central air unit $.5,500 Bfatilly_Book
489-2344
Company $300/mo
GOVERNMENT (270)293-4602
FUNDS FOR
1ST LARGE finished basedowntown,
TIME HOME BUY- ment,
ERS! Zero down, Your shared utility groat for
and or family land
couples, no pets, refer7115-684-4928 Ends ence required. Call
August 15
(270)350-1963
Lass For Awiti
S110 par month Newer
'
,met only 492-8488
buterrits Fer Ras
I & 2 bdr apts. Novels
Leas* a message. 270/53-1970

; OR 2
-br--Vb. new
Murray
(lowdown
starting sal $200rmo
P534109
low ugly Fla 811“101IV Only (2701600-6012

iffiliiiirjaU. Giber
*cations avallabla,
400ftencos. Cdsman
NE 753-911911
(BR, vartous beallons
5200-6300 Coleman
RE 753.9996

.f.br garage apt

neat
lowntown Murray
'volumes, no pets
1400^rno 7538705

AO 2BA duplex with
jerboa 270- 753-7467
Ni22730s4

UVE Oak Apia.
Newry Remodeled
1BR $29000
28R $34000
38R $42500
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appoint
•
merit
7634221
NEW duplex 28R IBA
AM appliances No pots
Lawn care included
$850 month
plus
deposit 905-A Bagwell
753-2440
NON-SMOKING 1BR
unfurnished apt. wailer
paid, evadable now, no
pets 753-5900
NOW LEASING
2 it 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Nontiwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opporturrty
TOO el -800-848-8056

Kontutky lake House For Rent
we Oar,. 3 Instrowin. 2 ii.ith housa will
'he ihrstist wall .4 noul.....• ..s. r
t. 1, tor nosit.it will,..IS h&c
gals grill. I),
p.'$aair desk. as feetitiat
behrowlan Slat pain I I with 111110 ..11.1
imemed sourad, and ph tits ..I II.. I. 40.1
tbadal41. Iflef 4.nd‘
How.a
Jr."

"1.414pe

AP"-ft

$11DD
EIRD°9°
$325
"
2BR $375
Call Today!
753-81168.

3814 2 bath home or
lake with private dock
$800 month 759-9046
436-5258
NICE dean 2 bedroom
apartment. 2 miles
East of town. 117 East
V Drive Murray Stove,
reing_, washer & dryer
furnished, other furniture furnished optional
water included IL we do
yard work $410 a
month plus security
deposit $410 7590999 or 713-292-4649

AAF Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7648

•1 I -sink %I

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
NO% renting
lavaled at '211S 4thCt

270-436-M96
270-293-6906
MURRas Store and
Lock presentty has
ones available 753
2906 or 733-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
Onside climate control
storage
-Security alarmed
•Safe & dean
siia boxes'
-We rent U Hauls
753-9800
Pop.Fee Moll
OFFICE or natal space
availatee Prime location 753-2905,
293-1400
SMALL RabilroOlos
spook Hwy 94 East
753-5893

Coll(270)436-509 I
tor More ihilommanew and nadir/alai

1710 Magnolia Drive

Furniture china, kids clothes & toys 2T
Zenith color TV (new) womens clothes
something for eveyonel
04 52x16 Champion Mobile home

GARAGE SALE-.
308 N. 18TH ST
FRIDAY 7-5
SAT 7-3

Pots Ripka
REGISTERED Grea
Dane
puppies, 5
males, 2-females parents on premises
5650-5750
(270)759-1771
SHIM-TZU
puppies
AKC, CKC dew claws
removed
shots
wormed,
male
&
female, $300- $350
270-251-0310 after 11
AM

Nontake china
vacuum cleaners
rocker, tables,
refngerator,
mirror, pictures,
boombox, name
brand clothes, toys
books storage
trunks

MOVING SALE
825 Glendale
Friday &
Saturday
7am-noon

2003 Chaparral 3
li slant
hay rack
awning, dressing room
gooseneck
$3,800
000 978-0745

Sofa 8 chair,
entertainment
center tables,
hundreds of
movies & books
plus lots more

400
Yard Site

HUGE
YARD SALE
1/2 mile on
Wallace Dr. off
121 North
Fri. & Sat.
7AM-5PM
antiques, archery
guns imores, old
guilts 1999 Olds
Alero 1996 GMC 4t4
lots of everything
293-2626

YARD SALE
852 Coleman Tn.,
5th road at
Airport Rd. &
Poor Farm Rd.
intersection
Fri. & Sat.

6AM-12PM
tools knick
knacks collectibles

2ND
GENERATION

3 FAMILY
YARD SALE
1002 Southwood
Dr., down from
Baymont Inn

ESTATE SALE
1099
Robertson Rd. N.
Fri & Sat
7:00
Lots of Craft

Fri. & Sat. • 7AM-,
Rain or Shine
lots of electronics.
baby items, clothes
maternity, furniture
exercise gym.
household items

items Too much
to mention Many
many items

blob

HUGE
GARAGE
SALE
1402
Oak Hill Drive
oft Doran Rd
Follow yellow
signs
Fri & Sat
Everything,

YARD
SALE
1610 Tabard
Drive
Saturday
7:30AM

All Real Estate advertised in
the newspaper a ambled lo
the Federal Fair Housing
Act of •988 as amended
serw n Make. II ADO le
advertise any pretefelee

urneabon or deciewineenr
based on race, cobr,

pion, sok or naeonax ongv
or an reenkon to make any

Fri.. July 20
Sat., July 21
7AM-7
furniture Ladies
clothes la-3x,Too
much to move'
Glonous bargains,
Come and make
yourself happy

AFTER MOVING
SALE
2655
Buttenvorth Rd.
Friday July 20
Saturday July 21
7 00-2:00
Rain or Shine

*ski
6 Year old home, 3 Bedroom, 2 1/2 baths
Jacuzzi, energy efficient, about 1 acre

753-7708 759-4533

16
acres
on
Road,
Backusburg
489-2994.
Ksrksey
(270)831-0419
Kano For Sala
1,100 sq . ft home +300
sq ft upstairs. 13650
Hwy, 641N,
US
Puryear, TN. Must be
moved 510,000-080.
(270)293-1437 Dan
1546 Spring Creek Dr
$339,900 Call for appt
270-759-1327
3811 IBA ranch style
home. Murray school
district $78,000
270-436-2034,
270-293-9076
3811 28A country home
with 7 acres Call for
appointment
270-293-4562
38R/28A 12 minutes
from town, 1 acre lot
$98.900 7598481/978-1323
408 N. 5th, 2 bedroom,
1 bath. furnished
$50,000
(270)554-0367
4811 28A doublewide
on permanent foundation 1 acre. all hardwood floors. 1.800
sq ft $85,000
293-7257, 227-3930
FSBO: Gatesborough
tn-level. Ground levelentry hall, laundry
room, bath, den/bedroom w/buill-in cherry
computer center Main
living-room
floorhi-wood burning gas
logs fireplace, built-ins,
plantation shutters, formai DR. kitchen- stainless appliances, pantry,
1 lOrida
room
Main
boor ceilings 10-ft.
Upstairs 3811. 2-large
walk-in closets. 2BA
Flooring- Hardwood,
mexican tile & brick.
38Rs 8, stairway carpeted. Inground pool
with lanai. 293-2418 for
viewing $250,000

IMMEDIA1 I
III1 I I '
DEBT

tor

This

soups any advertising
is in

MS estate %Add%

violation of the law Our
readers
are
hereby
rreormed trial alt Oweengs
edverbsed on ewe rwerspa per are availed, on an

equal opportunity bases •
FOR sale Of rent 5tArm 4-bath in
Ha rchn 10 mon out of
Murray Beautiful hardwood. 3 car garage.
big yard covered
patio. $119 900 or
$750 00 month Call
Angie The Lakes
Really (270)293-8738
226-947S

‘n.) Location.
.111) l'ondition
Ilias.1 reatiseproperts %ASSTS.% All

270-761-11K1 1

FIRST IMF
OFF E RE D'
Labefront w/dock
$74,900
1• AC Lake access
$34,900
wAFREE Boot Slips!
Wooded lake properly
on spectacular
160.000 acre Kentucky
Lake. Take a lour &
enter drawing to win a
FREE 20' Bose
Excellent financing
Call 1-800-704-3154
eel 1327 KY Land
Partners, LLC

eft%

lots of good stuff

olS

.sole

0.-111-61-Ift 1\11
KIRKSEY 1049 Hwy
464, 2 or 3 bedroom
2-bath basement carport, hardwood floors
tile floors in kitchen &
baths new central
heat & air $90,000
(270)554-0367

ruct

MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE
MCKINNEY INS.
IN N.5TH STREET

753-3500
351600 Vulcan.
.xtras. 2.300-mi
270)978-17721 $7,500
05 Honda VTX 1300
Custom paint Vance &
Hines custom bags. SK
miles, mint. $7,200
'04 Yamaha TTR 250
Like new, ridden about
8 times. $3.000.
753-8941
2004 CRF 50F Honda
did bike, 50cc. 3speed auto. low hours,
excellent
condition
$800 obo 753-8858 or
293-2193
RuM

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at $20

mounted
(Oil

753-5606

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Pas ing. Sealcualing
& Ilsiuliup
'IONS R •10 IS

270-753-2279
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
•
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
CATHY'S
Wallpapering, Painting,
Cleaning 270- 2276606 731-498-8904

COLE

u..d Cars

1995 Ford Taurus 6
cylinder, runs great,
$1.300. 436-5367
1993 Mustang 2.3 red,
sunroof, rnec. restored
1-yr. ago, 53,000 in
receipts, very reliable,
driven daily, asking
$1,300. 205-5766
Use/ Trucks
2003 Dodge. 2007
Chevrolet Silvered()
Both long bed work
trucks Call 753-8087,
leave message
Cowin

1997 31' Cardinal 5th
wheel with slide. Good
condition. Lots of beautiful cabinets. Located
in Aurora Oaks lot 34.
$12,000.
618-822-6486

1993
Yamaha
Waverunner 650 VXR
2 seater, $1,150, 50
HP new battery. Mee
trailer looks/runs good
(270)753-4440

CONSTRUCTION
metal roofs, siding,
replacement windows,
screen rooms
Work guaranteed-

866-832-3230

Oyer 40 years exp.
Saks & Installation

753-7728
CUSTOM BULLDOZING
D-6 H. t211 blade
clearing, fence rows.
underbrushing, ponds
waterways
19 yrs experience
Greg Rentroe

170493-037r
DAVID'S
Cleaning
Service All external
cleaning Vinyl fences,
etc. (270)527-7176
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding roofs
decks
293-5438

k
Scrap Appliances
*Hooks I

•

UM
•
LAWN SERVICE

nnt

Metal Stone
Doers
Scrap Metal Sknoefs & T Mors
Flom E e, mint -Clif Battens

270-227-2864
HALL'S WASTE

CaN 753-1816
or 227-0611

pickups
• vieekly
• locally (horned/operated

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 75 3-1916

NEED A
METAL ROOF?
CALL
i 2701752-0414
Ask forDarren
Nightengalt

NEED HELP?
Handyman Services.
All renueletutg
No lob too small
Free estimates

(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511
PRESERVE the past
on DVD, convert your
home VHS tapes to
DVD. Preserve your
home movies today by
transferring them to
DVD. Call 753-9297 or
227-5818
SNOW'S Atternator &
Starter Service
Repair, rebuild - reasonable prices. Call
731-642-6939
654
Hobby Rd. Paris, TN
38242
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur,
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and compa- .
noes mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288
WEST Calloway
County Development
Track hoe, dozer work,
backhoe & septic systems
For sale top soil, gray-WIll build you a home
to suit your needs
Lots for sale: Landon
Hills Subdivision
270-210-3781. 270559-2032

WHITE
CONSTRUCTION

Mowing Manicuring
& Landscaping
Satisfaction guaranteed

MANAGEMENT

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

JOE'S JOBS
ictian

Specializing in poured
,oncrete basements
Licensed & Insured

519-2713
WINDOW
CLEANING
by SONLIGHT
1270)293-5170
Pressure Washing
Gutter Cleaning
Screen Repair
Free Esemetes

Hill Electric
Since 198tS

753-4344• 227-5644

24 noun swim

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, etc Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk 8 tree work
A to B Moving Local
and long distance
moves Call Brian at
270-705-4156

center, Armature,
DOG Obedience
436-2858

'02 Toyota 4-Runne
Limited, saver, leather
46,000 miles, $17,500
270-753-8242,
270-752-0313

Res. Corn & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

newspaper will not know-

111 1 11151
RETIREMENT &
MOVING SALE
224 South 15th St.

FOR SALE

such preference brnitebon,
fhscrifrloabon

Charming, spacious Dutch Colonial
home on beautifully landscaped corner
lot one block front Murray High School
4 bedrooms, 3 baths. Large recreation
room 2 unique decks Recent improvements include replacement windows,
dual-fuel heat pump, roof, shutters,
lawn, ,trel lutenist and extent,' painting

For in o, call 227-5414

ESTATE/YARD SALE
216 Seth Lane off of 1429
Coles Campground Rd.
Thursday July 19th & Friday July 20th
8:00-2:00
No early birds please
If rain postponed to next
Thurs 7/26 & Fri 7/27

Antiques, glassware.
toys. enlartainrnent

1 tow

Saturday, July 21, 1-4 p.m.• Sunday, July 22, 1-4 p.ni

Home decor Furniture, pillows. santas, *Wipe
per and borders, books, crafts. fabric Name
Brands Ashley, Waverty, Longaberger
Dept 56, Boyds' Beals

320

RED OAKS APTS.
Spacial

OPEN HOUSE

GARAGE SALE
Go 121N through Stella, turn left at 299
(Old Butterworth Rd.) 2 mi. to
Jones Sparkman, turn right, straight 1
mi. to Adams Or,, turn right, new carriage
house on corner Adams and Crouch,
Worth the &Nei
Saturday July 21
9:00-3:00

390
Landed I Seppliss

OtRECTIONS Co
....Ain Taylor 601 South turn right onto Peggy Ann Dr make
left onto Kirkwood hourie on right Water, tor auction signs
Mrs Oche Burheen has sold nor home and she is moving to Virginia to be closer to
tanks,
GLASSWARE - FURNITURE- HOUSEHOLD -AUTOMOBILES - MOO
Corwints /000 S10 Chevrolet Truck 187 000 min) 2003 Chevrolet Cavalier Car I 5
Murray Firding Mower VI Cut plus anoMer Riding Mower Long Guns i 2 Mossberg
rtesi Robber Layout& NW Leaf Table w2 Chairs Old Trunk Sewing Macrons
anacNrients Several Framed Pnnts Blue Railroad Lantern Baby Nor Old Took
Garden Pivie Push Mower Marble Top Table. Wash Stand Vanity w/Stool Occasions'
Tiede Oriente items ow Dresser Lamps Tncycisis Lots of Noce Glepessirre Ptsazgran
Ha.itand Bavaria Germany Precious Moments Crystal Stemware Cranberry
Decorative Pines, Brass items Coolue Jar Collection Owe Box Quilts Antique NNW'
Skit Tab* Ladder Back Chairs Cherry Sofa Table Cum Cabinet Rocker Storage
Cleaner Bedroom Suite oonsists or Full Bed Dresser wAlincr Kitchen Table w/6 Chairs
iS teal (tuna Cabinet Desk Frigeisore Upright Freezer Frigidaire Stack washer & Ogyer,
Fioor Lamps & Tattle lamps Armoire Pair Side Chairs iionsione Dishes. Smell
Appliances Pots ift Pans Cast Iron SkAlets, Crystal Pibtier Wooden Muk Box Extension
Cords. Fans Ladders Various Garden Tools Back Pack Leaf Blower Loaf Shredder,
riamps Wash Tub Dolly Gas Cans Krick Knacks, Figurines 2 Concrete Lions Maw
•• iusenoid Items plus lots more items nce mentioned Hope to see you there"
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A-1 Joe's Mower
repair pick-up. delivery. 436-2967
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured. 4373044
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry
additions. decks
Hauling clean up sunk
Garage. yards.
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 2934728 OR
759-51334
Chubs Van Buren

\Nrii \I
Nlitchell

Pa%
759.050 I
-41.1:1"
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal
stump grinding firewood Insured
489-2839

Laatli EtilSRPRIst
Moving Expert I mall ong Dist.]
federal I wernses ai
ree estimates
iy
;oh ned operated
\18 152621

56C
Fres Coble
FREE black kitten to
GOOD home. 270-4928017. 270-227-1879
FREE to a good home.
Pit Bull, 6 months old
tun loving dog
270-293-8496

Cahoon Construction, LLC
General Contracting

Commercial I Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

KUSTOM KUT
TREE COMPANY
Serving Western KY since 1991.
We specialize in tree trimming.
tree removals & logging.
Quality work for quality people.

270-519-4353

JA-1-4
Lifetime glass breakage warranty on

vinyl replacement
windows by:
RESICOM CONTRACTORS
270-227-2115
270-293-1899

mNT
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LoolkIngBack
10 years ago
Navy Petty Officer 3rd Class
Jerome F. Horn recently completed an 8-day visit to Palma De
Mallorca, Spain and a 3-day visit
to Koper, Slovenia, while assigned
to Aircraft Carrier John F. Kennedy,
currently on a six-month deployment in the Mediterranean Sea
and Persia Gulf area.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Andrews
were marned for 60 years July
12.
Births reported include a boy
to Lisa and Robert Rogers, a boy
to Melanie and Danny Valentine
and a girl to Christy and Anthony Bass, July 16.
20 years ago
More than 500 teachers from
throughout the region gathered
July 14 for an in-service training
session at Calloway County Middle School.
Winners of the Murray Bass
Club Fishing Tournament held
below Kentucky Dam on the Cumberland River were Gary Jenkins,
first and big bass; Gary Marquardt, second; Pete Bogart, fourth;
and Eric Benson, fifth.
Perry B. Cotham is the guest
speaker at the gospel meeting now
in progress at Antioch Church of
Christ.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of Gene
Knight, local blacksmith, who will
be demonstrating his pioneer craft
for the Summer Reading Program at the Calloway County Public Library on July 21.
M.C. Garrott writes about Beverly Parker and her golfing talents in his column, "Garrott's Galley." Parker is a senior at the
University of Alabama and is the
daughter of James and Charlotte
Parker of Murray.
Murray Swim Team won 330274 over Greenville in a Swim

Meet held in Murray
40 years ago
Mental Health services are now
available at the Murray Mental
Health Center, located in the convalescent division area of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Published are pictures of Billy
Hendon with his grand champion
Jersey Cow of the 4-H & FFA
Jersey Cattle Show and Open Jersey and of Robert Blalock with
his Jersey heifer named as reserve
grand champion in the 4-H and
& FFA Show held as a part of
the Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee Fair.
50 years ago
Thomas M. Watkins, director
of membership relations of the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce, was
the speaker at a meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club held at the
Murray Woman's Club house.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Franklin Jr., a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Schultz
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Coursey.
Mildred Bell is worthy matron
and Bud l Stalls is worthy patron
of the Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star.
60 years ago
Elected as new officers of the
Murray Training School Chapter
of the Future Farmers of Amenca are Dean Humphries. president;
Ralph Morns, vice president; Joe
Miller, secretary; Isaac Dowdy,
treasurer; Jack Mayfield, reporter,
and Paul Scott, sentinel. Bobbie
Grogan is advisor for the chapter.
Rev. Dan Overall will be the
speaker at the revival meeting
starting July 20 at South Pleasant
Grove Methodist Church, according to Rev. A.G. Childers, church
pastor.

Queen.
In 1941, British Prime Minister Winston Churchill launched
his "V for Victory" campaign in
Europe.
In 1969, Apollo II and its
astronauts, Neil Armstrong, Edwin
"Buzz" Aldrin and Michael Collins,
went into orbit around the moon.
In 1975, the Apollo and Soyuz
space capsules that were linked
in orbit for two days separated.
In 1980, the Moscow Summer
Olympics began, minus dozens of

DEAR ABBY: 1 agree with
your advice to •Looking 'Nice
in Idaho" (May 21), who has
concerns about his girlfriend's
lack of a college degree. You
suggested premarital counseling.
Not all college degrees are
created
equal, and a
college
degree does
not automatically insuone
late
from life's
misfortunes
or economDear Abby ic setbacks.
This couple
should defiBy Abigail
nitely make
Van Buren
they
sure
have compatible financial and
personal goals. However, the
prospective groom should not
assume that a lack of a college diploma will cripple his
future wife's earning potential
any more than his possession
of one will guarantee it. -LISA IN SAN JOSE, CALIF.
DEAR LISA: Many readers wrote to say that marriage
should be based on love, not
love of money. However, opinions regarding who should leave
that relationship and why varied. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: It is the girlfriend who should exit the
relationship -- and the sooner
the better!
"Looking" equates success
with the future paycheck of a
woman he admits is kind and

nations that were boycotting the
games because of the Soviet military intervention in Afghanistan.
In 1984, U.S. Rep. Geraldine
A. Ferraro, D-N.Y., won the Democratic nomination for vice president by acclamation at the party's
convention in San Francisco.
In 1989, 112 people were killed
when a United Air Lines DC-10
crashed while making an emergency landing at Sioux City. Iowa;
184 other people survived.

BABY Etl_LlE_SCP)

ES L_

Night sweats could be
menopause-related

College degree doesn't come
with a guaranteed paycheck

Todaylnilistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. July 19,
the 200th day of 2007. There are
165 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 19, 1848, a pioneer
women's rights convention convened in Seneca Falls, N.Y.
On this date:
In 1553, 15-year-old Lady Jane
Grey was deposed as Queen of
England after claiming the crown
tor nine days. King Henry VIII's
daughter Mary was proclaimed

Thursday, July 19, 2007 • 5B
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considerate and who loves him.
He, not she, will be the problem in any potential marriage.
He should value his girlfriend
for who she is, not for her
earning capacity. His attitude
will inevitably destroy any marriage he enters into.
There is nothing wrong with
a wife who prefers to manage
her home and devote herself
to her children and husband.
Get a grip, "Looking." Your
immaturity is showing. -- TOM
IN ALIQUIPPA, PA.
. DEAR ABBY: Since when
does love require a college
degree? This is the silliest
excuse I have ever seen for
trying to get rid of someone.
I never graduated from high
school, having dropped out to
pursue "life" as I saw it. I
went back five years later and
got my GED -- for myself.
My husband spent seven years
in college and received his
bachelor's and master's in English.
I started working for a furniture store when I was 17
and have been there ever since.
My better-educated husband
earns less than half of what I
do -- proof that a piece of
paper does not make one a
success! Love is blind, and it
does not earn a salary. -- THE
BREADWINNER IN CINCINNATI
DEAR ABBY: 1, too, have
only a high school education.
Twenty years ago. I married
a professional. I married him
for "love" and thought that
was why he married me. Over
the years I have realized that
in his eyes, love and money
are on the same page. I have
overheard him talking with his
friends, saying, "Well, she only
makes enough money for groceries!"
If "Looking" has doubts now.
then there is a real problem.
He should break up with that
girl before she wastes any
more time on him. She's still
young enough to find someone who will love her for herself. and not the amount of
money she'll bring in. -- GROCERY GIRL IN GLEN ALLEN
DEAR ABBY: If "Looking" wanted a college-educated woman, then why did he
date and start living with someone who is not? Was it just
a fling? Was he thinking an
uneducated woman was fine
to use until Miss Right came
along?
His girlfriend is the one
who should be questioning their
relationship and having major
concerns about his ability to
raise children. With his hangups, what values will he pass
on to his children? Will he
treat her as a second-class person, not an equal and respected partner in their marriage?
think he is a shallow person, and I hope she has better sense than to marry him.
-- NANCY IN HOUSTON

DEAR DR. GOTT: 1 have
night sweats. The doctors haven't
a clue as to why, so I'm runrung it past you. I'm 79 years
old. I'm told my blood panel
is normal, and I've taken a
tuberculosis test that was OK.
Now what? 1
hange my
pajama tops
about three
times a night.
It's so frustrating, and
the problem
been
has
on
going
for
now
Dr. Gott about three
Do
years.
you have any
By
Dr. Peter Gott answers?
DEAR
READER: I could not determine from your short letter
whether you are male or female,
so I will provide a general
response. Menopausal symptoms
in both men and women can
result in night sweats, both during the process of menopause
and afterward. However, I am
concerned about other, more serious possibilities. This symptom
can reflect a hidden infection
or cancer. I'm not trying to
frighten you, but I believe that
after three years, an aggressive
diagnostic approach is appropriate. Although the final result
may be a simple menopausal
hormone deficiency, at least you
will have ruled out more tenous causes.
Meet with your primary care
physician to develop a strategy,
and involve specialists (such as
an internist) as needed.
To provide you with related
information, I am forwarding a
copy of my Health Report "Viruses and Cancer."
DEAR DR. GOTT: Recently, we had an employee in our
office who developed poison ivy.
It began to spread, and he went

to the doctor to get a shot. The
doctor told him that it was coo-:
tagious, and that he would pith'
ably miss a week of work. I:
never knew poison ivy was con-.
tagious. What are your thoughts,'
on this? Should he miss work
because of poison ivy?
DEAR READER: The sliergic rash called poison ivy is
common, uncomfortable and can
be spread by direct contact with
affected skin. This is clearly a
result of simple exposure and
should not be a problem after
three or four days. Poison ivy
is not contagious in the usual
sense of the word. That is, the
disorder is not spread by inhalation of respiratory droplets and
other methods by which viral
and bacterial diseases are said
to be contagious. Taking a week
off from work is not necessarily an appropnate option unless
it is an extreme circumstance.
Your employee can itch at work
as well as he can at home. I
assume his physician supplied
him with a topical product for
itch relief.
DEAR DR. GOTT: What
can I use for an underarm deodorant? I used to use one, but I
heard the one with aluminum
could be dangerous because your
body could absorb it and it
could lead to Alzheimer's disease. I am in my early 80s, so
I'd like to be careful.
DEAR READER: Deodorants contain perfume, while
antiperspirants affect sweating
and moisture buildup because
they contain aluminum salts,
which some studies have linked
to dementia. There is still no
conclusive evidence.
My advice? If you need to
use something, avoid the aluminum antiperspirants. Simply
purchase aluminum-free products, which you can find at your
local health food store or large
supermarket.

ContractBridge
Sylvia Learns to Finesse
North dealer.
North-South sults:rabic.
NORTH
47
IP A6 43
•A 5 3
40KQJ 107
EAST
WEST
•Q16542
4K 10 8 3
111 10 9
Il!K 8
•9
•KQJ 102
•8 5 2
•64
SOUTH
•A9
IIIQ 7 5 2
408 7 6 4
4A 93
The bidding:
West
South
East
North
2•
l IP
Pass
1+
3V
4•
Pass
Opening lead — king of diamonds.
When Sylvia first learned to
finesse, a brand-new world opened
up for her. She didn't actually fully
comprehend what constituted a
finesse, but that didn't stop her from
explonng this new resource with all
the enthusiasm of a child playing
with a new toy.
Sylvia played in the club duplicate
one night soon after her introduction
to the finesse and held the South

hand in today's deal. At most tables,
South arrived at four hearts, and
West led the king of diamonds, taken
by the ace. Declarer then led the ace
and another trump. Last following
with the nine and ten.
At this point, the s anous declarers
pondered painfully whether to play
the queen or play low. But whatever
they played, they went down one.
West won with the king and led du=
rounds of diamonds to put declarer
out of his misery.
But Sylvia, also in four hearts,
made the contract in her own inimitable fashion. She won the diamond
lead, crossed to her hand with a
spade and led the queen of hearts! In
so doing, she was simply putting into
practice her latest discovery, the
finesse!
West covered the queen with the
king, won by dummy's ace, and
Syls ia played another trump. Last
won with the ten but was helpless.
Ile did as well as he could when he
cashed the jack of trumps and
returned a spade, but the rest of the
play was routine. After trumping the
spade in dummy. Sylvia disposed of
two diamonds on dummy's clubs and
was the only one in the field to make
four hearts.

Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.

Crosswords
ACROSS
FIR ESE -1r-TEFt crWCIFtS.E..0

G A Ft FlE L [3(,e)

PEANUTS,4070
(ALL MY LIFE I'VE BEEN WAITING
FOR TWAT 'PIE IN TNE SKY "

Q

.114EN IT CAME IT MAD
.4,
COCONUT ON IT

1 meat on a stick
6 Closet nicety
11 island
welcomes
13 Woodworking
tool
14 Nile god
15 Take
to the slopes
16 Bark
17 Greek letter
18 Wire gauge
20 Memorable time
22 Spanish
gentleman
23 Pretty soon
25 Earth's star
26 Ratted
to the fuzz
problems
27
29 Fine as can be
31 Bumped into
33 Exercise place
34 Ltlie old
bathtubs
37 Jog
40 Thump

41 Ms Taylor
briefly
43 Go with the 45 Piece of cloth
46 Birch family
member
48 'Evil Woman'
rockers
49 Worldwide org
50 Peacock spot
51 Have dinner
53 Or aunt
54 Skimpy
56 Heated
discourse
58 Ear inserts
59 Parachute
material
DOWN
1 11 may be good
or bad
2 She loved
Lancelot
3 A Derek
4 Happy sighs
5 Make a cake
6 Bygone ruler

,
I Had out what s
MMOO HoM MOM I happening I
MOM IWO MOOR
this surn(110(
UOMU D011 IMMO I
I
with the
000013 MOBOU
MUUMOB
WOMB OUU OMB LORIN& TII1ES
WOMB BUM UM00
Home Delivery
OMM MOO UOOMM
3 mo.-MOO
00000M
6 so.
WM1200 MUOMM
1 yr. — —.499.00
@MOO 01210 MUM
MUM@ MO IMMO
Local Mall
DOOM OMO DOOM
Answer to Previous Puzzle

(Caliowav

7-19 C 2007 Unded Feature Syndicate Inc
7 Streetwise
8 Einsteinium

symbol
9 Tart

10 Hurled
12 Little swallows

AMMAN
MAMMA
MENNEN ANNE=
MN ANN ANN ME
NNW MANN ANN
ANNA ANN ANNA
ANNA MANNA
ANA ANN
MANNA Mad
ANNE ANA ANNA
ANN MENA ANN
AN ANN ANA ME
=ANNE MENA=
ANNAN
ANNAN

13 Dishwasher
phases
19 Record
as mileage
21 Caveman
from Moo
22 Drt partner
24 Wanderer
26 Throat warmer
28 Replace
a button
30 NYC dwelling
32 Money hen
caw
3.4 Last name
in perfumes
35 Haul along
36 Accomplished
38 Pamplona
shout
39 Lake Erie port
40 Tycoon

Donald 42 Reksh
44 Amazons
46 Carton votes
47 Total
50 Poached item
52 Use a crowbar
55 Gold
in the lab
57 Hort or Unser

$34.01
3 mo.
6 aso..—$40.00
1 yr --SMOG
Rest of KY/TN
;Convet Wardell sm./SWIM.

3 so..............,.$70.50
1 yr.— .$120.00
Other Mail
Sabot-dodoes
3 mo.--..-.$75.41
6iao..---S96.00
I yr.----$145.011
Check
Visa
I
I
I
I
I

Money Order

Name
St. Address
City
Zip
State
Daytime Ph. _
Mail this coupon with
payment to

1
1
I
I.

Many Luker Timm
, P.0.1ka HMO
Murray,KY 41071
Or call 1211117141411111
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Horoscope
ra woman RIM
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for
Friday, July 20, 2007:
You bounce into a wild year
where anything could happen.
An unusually strong drive earmarts this period. Your creativity surges. as Well as your ability
to understand new possibilities.
Your spontaneity might shock
even you. This year could be
one of accomplishment -- professionally, intellectually and
emotionally. Spring 2008 offers
many suitors for those of you
who are single. Odds are, you
Just might meet Mr. or Ms.
Right. If you are attached, work
as a team and make the end
results part of both of your lives.
LIBRA can be an anchor, but
also a nuisance.
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'Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee' earns 17 Emmy nods

By LYNN ELBER
AP Te4eviakin Writer
LOS ANGELES(AP)— -The Sopranos," the mob series that went to its
grave with a shockingly inconclusive
finale, found a happy ending Thursday
with 15 Emmy nominations including
best drama,
The made-for-TV movie "Bury My
Heart at Wounded Knee" led all nominees with 17 bids.
James Gandolfini, who played the
emotionally conflicted mob boss on
IIBO's -The Sopranos," and Edie Falco,
who played his wife, both received top
acting nominations.
Other best-drama series were "Boston
(*he Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; Legal.- "Grey's Anatomy," "House" and
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so: freshman sci-fi sensation "Heroes."
"The Sopranos" emerged with the
1 -Difficult
most nominations for a series, followed
by "Ugly Betty" with II and. with 10
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
each, sexy medical drama "Grey's Anato**•* If confusion mucks up
my" and critical favorite "30 Rock."
your morning you will have
-Grey's Anatomy," which came
plenty of time to correct the
through a difficult year in which star
mess Be optimistic A strong
action will create much more of Isaiah Washington was fired after twice
using an anti-gay slur, wasn't hurt when
what you need and want Not
it came to Emmy bids. Besides best
everyone looks at life as you do
drama series, there were nominations
Your instincts play a stronger
for four supporting cast members anti
role than you realize Tonight In
two guest actors.
the whirlwind of the moment
While Washington was overlooked,
TAURUS (AprIl 20-May 20)
***** Friends continue to co-star T.R. Knight. who said that
surpnse you Push someone in Washington had directed the slur at
him, did receive a supporting actor
a direction, and you'll create a

-Last year I was totally overwhelmed
1 was in my underwear on the sofa a
home," he said.
"Bury My Heart at Wounded knee::
adapted from Dee Brown's nonfiction
best-seller, received nominations foi
best made-for-TV movie, writing and
for supporting acting. The film chron-:
icks the Sioux victory over General
Custer at Little Big Horn and events
leading up to the assassination of Sitting Bull and the Sioux massacre at
Wounded Knee Creek in 1890.
Executive producer Dick Wolf said
its clutch of nominations was a validation of a very difficult project.
"Anybody who says it's not nice or
it doesn't mean anything to get this
many nominations, it's the ultimata
sour grapes because it sure feels great,"
he said.
"Friday Night Lights." the criticalacclaimed but low-rated high school
ly
AP
football drama that needed an Emmy
This undated photo, supplied by HBO, shows actors Eric Schweig,left, August
boost, failed to gain major nominaSchellenberg and Nathan Chasing Horse, right, in the HBO made-for-TV movie tions.
"Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee."
"The Sopranos," which premiered in
and last year's winner in the catego- Closer- and last year's winner, Mariska January 1999 and had an on-and-off
ry, "The Office."
Hargitay of "Law & Order: Special cable run, capped its final episode this
year with an ambiguous ending that
"Ugly Betty" star America Ferrera Victims Unit."
was recognized with a nod for her
Sedgwick got the news immediate- left fans in the dark about the fate of
starring role.
ly. She helped announce bids for the lead character Tony Soprano, last seen
Joining Gimdolfini among lead drama 59th Annual Primetime Emmy Awards sitting in a diner with his wife and
series actor nominees were Hugh Lau- in a brief ceremony at the Academy children. A suddenly black screen sug-:
rie of "House," Denis Leary of "Res- of Television Arts & Sciences' Leonard gested sudden violence — or not. :
The series' other nominees includcue Me.- James Spader of "Boston H. Goldenson Theatre.
Michael Imperioli, who received a
ed
landslide Your energy is much
Legal- and last year's winner Kiefer
"She's all ruffled. She didn't know
The miniseries -The Starter Wife"
bid for best supporting dramatic actor
stronger and more defined than
Sutherland
of
"24.Last
year's
drama
was
coming!"
that
Jon
Cryer
said
of
also was • top nominee with 10 bids.
you realize Listen to your sixth
series was "24- but it was snubbed Sedgwick, who flubbed her lines after for his role as the ill-fated ChristoThe freshman hit. "Ugly Betty,"
pher. Aida Turturro, who played Tony's
sense concerning an associate
this time.
announcing her own nomination.
based on a Colombian telenovela, made
tough
or work pal Tonight Roll on
sister Janice, and Lorraine Brae-.
Falco will compete with Patricia
Cryer himself was nominated for comIt into the ranks of best comedy series
home
Arguette of "Medium.- Minnie Driver edy series supporting actor for "Two co, who co-starred as his uneasy psy-:
nominees, It's joined by "Entourage,GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
of "'The Riches," Sally Field of "Broth- and a Half Men.- He was unruffled, chiatrist Dr. Melfi, were nominated for
***** Endless imagination "1(l Rock," -Two and a Half Men" ers & Sisters." Kyra
supporting actress.
Sedewick of -The having had a nomination previously.

teamed with the planets and a
lucky rabbits foot help create
what you want Someone might
be a lot more difficult than he or
she realizes Is it worth letting
this person know his or her
impact') Tonight Kiss the weekend hello
CANCER (Jun* 21 -July 22)
**** You know your priorities,
but others toss shooting stars
into your life It might distract
you or test your priorities Your
dedication
and
direction
emerge You know when you
have had enough
Tonight
Order in

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Zoom in on what you
want with confidence and
strength If you hit a bump Of
two, know that you can take it
Listen to feedback from a fnend
who really cares A brainstorming session evolves into an
unexpected discussion about a
routine matter Tonight Escape
the routine and go enjoy
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*a* Listen to feedback about
how you would like to enhance
your financial standing Others
oukt be a touch possessive
right now Check out an expenditure with your customary style
Tonight Splurge a little
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Your smile could tell
all though you might be a
touch disconcerted for a short
time about a problem Calls and
meetings put you back into a
happy frame of mind A partner
could trigger a startling amount
of work Tonight Spring out the
door
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
* If you notice the tide is going
against you be smart Don't
fight the inevitable What might
be happening could be TOM
uncomfortable than you like A
partner friend or associate will
take a strong stance You a '
want to step away Tonight Cr'

some extra Ft and A
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
•at
Your optimism and
drive separate you from many In
tact, because of that enthusiasm you hit a home run You
discover that a co-worker or a
work•related matter demands
unusual tane and effort You can
do it Tonight
*here you are

lie
Buy OD,t litola
114311-11.?
' iscount .rice,
Second em of qual or )1‘ er a di I/2)

Your instincts serve you we
also could meet someone ir
the next day or two who amid be
unusually sognifocant Stoll, check
out any new people carefully
Tonight A tome to be dealt with
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AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 111)
•**•
• Allow yourseff the luxtiry of daydreaming and escaping from the here and now
Some of you actually might
decode to take wing or head
somewhere no one can find you
A hurley member might be on •
!irade Cove !hal Penton a wide
north Tonight As always follow
Isj a different drummer
PISCES(Feb. 194Aerch 20)
,•
•• Hoe you communicate
whet you need determines the
results Some of you might be
corning off mixn harsh*, Mart
you ranee There n another
way
approach
another
Nurturlova and caring emerge on
a special relatxonshop Tonight
Iono your lesson* (-hen
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